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ABSTRACT 

With the recent boom in multimedia and the Iniernel. miage compression and 

techniques for progressive image transmission have become quite important. This thesis 

describes the concept and design of a codec for progressixc image transmission a.̂  

highlighted by a new technique SPHIT (Set Partitioning in Hierarchical Trees). This 

technique works on the principles of partial ordering by magnitude utilizing a sci 

partitioning sorting algorithms, ordered bit plane transmission, and exploitation of self-

similarity across different scales of an image wavelet transform. The said principles of 

SPIHT are no different than what was described in the original EZW by J. P. Shapiro. 

But the approach for implementation of SPIHT is significantly different. Here the 

ordering information for image data is not explicitly transmitted. Instead, the fact that the 

execution path of any algorithm is defined by the results of the comparisons on its 

branching points is exploited to obtain ordering information at the decoder. The decoder 

and the encoder not only share the same sorting algorithm, but also the same execution 

path. Thus, the decoder can recover the ordering information from its execution path, 

which happens to be identical to that of the encoder. An attempt to highlight the basic 

differences between the EZW and SPIHT is made by taking an example of 8 x 8 image 

section. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Basic Concepts 

An image (monochrome) is defined as a two dimensional light intensit\ function 

/('x,yj where x and y denote spatial coordinates and the value of / a t an} point (x, \) is 

proportional to the brightness of the image, or gra\ le\el, at that point. Digital images arc 

discrete in both spatial coordinates and brightness. A digital image can be considered as a 

matrix uhuse ruv\ and column indices identif) a point in the image, and where the 

coiTesponding matrix element value identifies the gray le\el at that point. Whenever wc 

have to manipulate images mathematically or otherwise, we treat images as matrices and 

perform vanous operations on this image matrix. The individual elements of such a 

digital array are called pixels. Digital image processing involves extensive use of 

hardware, software and complex and rigorous mathematical theory. Thus, image 

processing techniques require not only sophisticated equipment, but also an excellent 

theoretical grasp of the subject. When it comes to implementation of a particular 

technique or an application (like the one we will be discussing in this thesis) one has to 

be well versed in software programming [7]. 

The various elements of a digital image processing system [13] are image 

acquisition, storage, processing, communication, and display. Basic elements of a digital 

processing system are shown in Figure 1.1. It consists of a digitizer, image processor, 

digital computer, display unit, and storage devices. We can also include an operator 

console, as shown in the figure to monitor the ongoing data processing. 

A digital image processor consists of hardware modules performing image 

acquisition, storage, processing at low level (bit level), and displav. A digitizer converts 

an image into a numerical representation suitable for input into a digital computer. 

Commonlv used digitizers are photosensitive solid state airavs, vidicon cameras, living 

spot cameras, etc.. Image processors are generally interfaced with general-purpose 

computers, which serve as a device for image acquisition, programming, and image 

display. Computer systems used for image processing range from powerful mainframes 
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and workstations to microprocessors, depending up the type of application. .Mass 

storage magnetic tapes, optical disks, and floppy disks can be used as storage dev ices. 

Monochrome or colored telev ision monitors, computer monitors, LCDs and sometimes 

cathode ray tubes are used as display units in an image processing svstem [13]. 

Due to the proliferation of digital data, the rapid growth of the Internet, and 

multimedia, the need of the hour is to conserve the "storage space" for digital images; 

hence comes the need for image compression. Image compression is important not onlv 

in transmission of digital images over a channel, but also in applications like medical 

imaging, where storage of images can be a big problem. Furthermore, processing of 

digital images generates large amounts of data. This could be a concern not onlv for 

transmission but also in storage. We will now discuss the concept of image compression. 

1.2 Image Compression 

An enormous amount of data is generated when a two-dimensional intensity 

function is sampled and quantized to create a digital image. The amount of data generated 

results in impractical storage, processing, and communication requirements. Image 

compression addresses such problems by reducing the amount of data necessarv for 

representing the digital image. In simple words, image compression is representing 

digital images with fewer bits [3]. Digital images have an edge over the analog when it 

comes to their processing. This is because the digital imaging systems have undergone a 

revolutionary change in the last decade. Also, the currently available computing power is 

enormous. However, there is a definite concern for memory requirements when it comes 

to their storage. This is why we require image compression for the efficient storage and 

transmission of images. Image signals are amenable to compression due to several 

reasons like: 

1. There is considerable statistical redundancy in the signal: 

a. Within a single image, there exists significant spatial conelation among 

neighboring samples. 



b. For data acquired from multiple sensors like remote sensing satelliies, there exists 

significant correlation among the samples from these sensors. This is spectral 

correlation. 

2. There is considerable information that is irrelevant from a perceptual point of 

view. 

3. Some data tends to have high level features that are redundant across space and 

time. That is, the data is of fractal nature. 

Compression schemes may exploit one or more of the above listed factors to achiev c the 

desired compression ratio. In practice, we have two types of compression; namely 

lossless and lossy compression. 

In lossless compression, the reconstructed image is exactly same as the original. 

The criterion of performance is not perception by the human eye but two physical 

quantities; namely the mean square error and the peak signal to noise ratio. Thev are 

calculated as follows: 

1 M- l /V- l 

M x N t ^ ^ 

where F represents original image of size M x N and/ is the reconstructed image of same 

size. 

f 1 ^ 
PSNR^ 10 log 10 

^ NMSE J 
(1.2) 

where NMSE is the normalized mean square error and PSNR is measured in decibels [3]. 

For lossless compression, the MSE is zero and the PSNR is infinity. However, the 

majority of applications in image processing do not require that the reconstructed image 

and the original image should be exactly alike. This comes as an advantage for most 

applications, because that we can compress the original image to a value that would be 

suitable for our needs. Hence comes lossy compression into the picture. The advantage of 

lossy compression is that we save a substantial amount of memory while storing, and/or 

transmitting images over a communication channel. At the decoding end, the qualiiv of 
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reconstructed images obtained is acceptable with respect to its PSNR. The price wc pav 

for compression comes as image distortion in the reconstructed image. 

In lossy compression, the image quality definitely degrades due to loss of 

information. Nevertheless, lossy compression techniques generallv offer much higher 

compression ratios than the lossless technique. In the case of the SPIHT technique, 

reconstruction of an image is much faster for lossy compression. For this reason there is a 

compromise between the image quality and the compression needed to accommodate 

bandwidth limitations. Now we will discuss the parameters, which are the defining figure 

of merit for image compression. 

1. Compression Ratio: this is one of the performance criteria. It is defined as the ratio of 

the size of the original image to that of the compressed image. We also measure 

compression ratio in terms of bit rate. If one pixel of original image requires 8 bits for 

its binary representation, then we have: 

_ Number of bits required to represent the image 

Number of pixels in the image 

^ • T̂  • Total number of bits in the original ima^e 
Compression Ratio = Total number of bits in the compressed image 

2. The standard distortion measures of image quality are the mean square eiTor and peak 

signal to noise ratio, which we have already defined above. Some researchers do not 

appreciate them as true indices of image quality because these measures do not 

always correspond to the visual response [3]. 

1.3 Overview of Implementation of SPIHT 

We can summarize the concept and the implementation of the technique — Set 

Partitioning in Hierarchical Trees by the flow chart in Figure 1.2.We perform four levels 

of wavelet transform to the input image (which is the original image). Then, this 

transformed image is given as an input to the encoding algorithm. In this stage the image 

undergoes scalar quantization. The coefficients of the image are grouped in different 
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ranges of magnitude defined by 2". where n is any integer. These coefficients are then 

encoded using the technique described in section 4.2 on page 21. The compressed file is 

then sent to the decoder where it decodes the image using the image decoding algonthm 

described in section 4.3 on page 22. Then, we input the reconstructed image file into the 

module that performs inverse wavelet transform. .After the inverse wavelet transform is 

performed, we obtain the final reconstructed image. The code was written in both C and 

MATLAB. For the sake of understanding this rigorous encoding technique, .MATL.AB 

was found to be very helpful. 



CHAPTER II 

INTRODUCTION TO WAVELET THEORY 

In this chapter, we give an introduction to basic concepts of wavelets. It is known 

that mathematical transformations like the Fourier transform, wavelet transform, etc. are 

applied to signals in the time domain to obtain further information not readilv available 

from the original signal [18]. We use the wavelet transform for analyzing signals that 

contain discontinuities and sharp spikes (coincidentally, these kind of signals are 

commonly found in nature). A discrete wavelet transform can be described as a fast, 

linear operation that operates on a data vector whose length is an integer power of two. 

and thus transformed into a numerically different vector of the same length. The w av clet 

transform is invertible, and in fact, orthogonal. That is, the inverse transform, when 

viewed as a big matrix, is the transpose of the transform. In other words, a discrete 

wavelet transform is a rotation in function space, from the input space (or time) domain 

where the basis functions are the unit vectors or delta functions in the limit, to a different 

domain. We refer to the basis functions as "mother functions" and wavelets. Generally 

speaking, wavelets are mathematical functions that split a given signal in the time domain 

into different frequency components. The interesting point to note about the wavelet 

basis functions is that unlike sines and cosines they are localized in space. However, 

these functions are also localized in terms of frequency and characteristic scale. These 

characteristics allow different sets of wavelets to make different trade-offs between how 

compactly they are localized in space and their smoothness [19]. 

2.1 Daubechies Wavelet Filter Coefficients 

We define wavelet filter coefficients as a set of numbers. A particular wavelet set 

could be distinguished from another by the set of numbers, or the coefficient values used 

to represent them. With regard to Daubechies filter coefficients [9] (popularly called as 

daub filter coefficients), daub4 has only four coefficients, daub6 has six, daub 12 has 

twelve and so on. In this thesis, we use daubl2 filter coefficients to perform the wavelet 

transform. First of all, we form a transformation matrix [19] consistin^z of daubl2 



coefficients, such that the size of the matrix is equal to the size of image. For this we need 

daub 12 coefficients for both low-pass and high-pass filter coefficients. The value of daub 

12 coefficients is listed in appendix B. In regard to magnitude, the coefficients of both 

types are same. But they differ in sign and their respective positions in the sequence. The 

first coefficient for the low pass will be last for the high pass. As for the signs, all the 

low-pass coefficients are positive and high pass are alternating positive and negative. 

This is applicable to all sets of Daubechies filter coefficients and not just daub 12. So if 

we have low-pass filter coefficients for daub6, we can easily obtain the high-pass filter 

coefficients. Next we form a transformation matrix using daub 12 filter coefficients such 

that the first twelve elements of first two rows for this matrix are occupied bv these 

coefficients and rest of the elements for the first two rows are padded with zeroes. The 

third and the fourth rows for this matrix are formed in the same way except we perform a 

circular shift of the set of these coefficients two places to the right. Hence, for the third 

and fourth rows the first two elements are zeros then we have twelve of these filter 

coefficients and rest of the elements for these rows are all zeros. In this way we can form 

the rest of the matrix. In this case when there are still more coefficients to be filled in and 

the matrix ends, we wrap up the coefficients in the same rows and start filling them from 

the beginning of the rows. The end result is a transformation matrix for a general NxN 

matrix is shown below. 

CQCI Ci C3 Cii 0 0 0 0 0 

Cji -Cio C9 -cs -Co 0 0 0 0 0 

0 0... C0C1C2C3 cii 0 0 0 0 . . . .0 

0 0 ...cii Xio C9 -C8 -Co 0 0 0 

c: C3 Cii 0 0 0 0 . . . . 0 Co Ci 

C9 -C8 -Co 0 0 0 Cii-Cio 



This IS jusi an illustration of how we can form the transformation matrix. To obtain the 

final matrix we will have to repeat the steps explained above until we gci an N x .\ 

matrix. Then we multiply it with the input image to obtain first level of wavelet 

transform. For the second level, we use the downsampled version of the original image 

obtained in the first level of decomposition. Again we perform the same set of operations 

to get second level of wavelet decomposition. A word about the discrete wavelet 

transform would help in better understanding this statement. 

2.2 Discrete Wavelet Transform 

When a digital image undergoes wavelet transform for first level, the four 

subimages obtain different types of frequency information. Loosely speaking, we get one 

subimage for horizontal details, one for vertical details, one for diagonal details and the 

fourth one as a downsampled version of the original image [5]. We can recognize this 

downsampled version of the original image, but the other three subimages arc less 

recognizable and are sometimes referred to as the error images. For the puipose of 

implementing SPIHT technique to compress images, the input to the encoder must be the 

four-level wavelet transformed image, using the daub 12 filter coefficients. The wavelet 

transform we used is identical to a hierarchial subband svstem, where the subbands are 

logarithmically spaced in frequency and represent octave-band decomposition. To begin 

the wavelet decomposition, the image is divided into four subbands and critically 

subsampled as shown in Figure 2.1. The part of the code that performed the wavelet 

transform was a separate program altogether, and its output was given to the encoder. 

Similarly, the inverse wavelet transform was done by another independent program file. 

to which the decoded image was given as the input. Each coefficient now represents a 

spatial area corresponding to a 2 x 2 pixel area of the original image. This is true for all 

the subimages, not only for the downsampled version. The low frequencies represent a 

bandwidth approximately conesponding to 0 < |(JO| < nil. whereas the high frequencies 

represent the band from 7i/2 < |(ja| < n. We get four subbands in the resulting image from 

separable application of vertical and horizontal filters. The subbands labeled LHi, HLi. 

and HHi represent the finest scale wavelet coefficients. To obtain the next coarser level 
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of wavelet coeflicients, the subband LLi is further decomposed and criticallv subsampled 

as shown in Figure 2.2. The process continues until a final scale is reached. Notice that 

for each coarser scale, the coefficients represent a narrower band of frequencv but a 

larger spatial area. At each scale, there are three subbands and the remaining lowest 

frequency subband is a representation of information at all coarser scales. 

Now, we give a short mathematical note of what we have discussed about the 

wavelet functions when scaling is used with the said functions. We can represent 

wavelets by a weighted sum of a shifted scaling function (p(2t) since they reside in the 

space spanned by the next narrower scaling function 

i//(r) = 2^h,(n)V2(/)(2r-/0, (2.1) 
n 

where ne Z and hi(n) are the wavelet coefficients that are related to the scaling function 

coefficients as 

h,(n) = (-l)"h(l-n). (2.2) 

The function generated by equation 2.1 gives the prototype of the mother wavelet ij/{f) for 

the class of expansion functions of the form 

il/^,{t) = 2^"il/i2h-k). (2.3) 

Any function g(t) can be expressed in terms of two orthogonal sets of functions \|/j.k(t) 

and (pk(t), as shown below [11]. 

g(t) = Y^j^{k)(p^^,it) + '^'^d^ik)y/^,{t) (2.4) 
k k j=Jo 

or as 

g{t) = J^c^^ik)2^^''(p{2^'>''t-k) + '^'^d^ik)2^''ll/{2^t-k) (2.5) 
k k j=Jo 

Cj{k) = {git),(Pj^,{t)) = \g{t)(p^,{t)dt (2.6) 

d^ (k) = {g{t),il/j.k (O) = \git)¥j., it)dt (2.7) 

11 
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Figure 2.1 First stage of a discrete wavelet transform: the image is divided into four 
subbands using separable filters. The four subbands arise from separable application of 
vertical and horizontal filters. 
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Figure 2.2 A two-scale wavelet decomposition. The image is divided into four subbands 
using separable filters. 
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CHAPTER III 

PROGRESSIVE IMAGE TRANSMISSION 

Progressive image transmission [6] is not a new concept in transmitting digital 

images. In this scheme the decoder updates the reconstructed image in steps according to 

the number of bits in a particular bit-plane from the encoder, in the compressed file. We 

normally say that the encoder transmits different bit-planes to the decoder, which then 

updates the reconstructed image accordingly. In short, the coefficients of the image w ith 

large magnitudes are encoded first and transmitted. We will see shortly the reason for 

this. By using this technique, we can considerably overcome the waiting time for 

decoding an image until the desired final version of the image is obtained. 

Let us assume that the original image is defined by a set of pixel values Pij. w here 

(i,j) is the pixel coordinate. We perform a unitary hierarchical subband transform [6] Q to 

the image. Thus H operates on the input image array given by equation 3.1 

C = ^ ( P ) , (3.1) 

Q{.) can be thought of like the wavelet transformation. We can clearly see that the two-

dimensional array C has the same dimensions of P and each element Cjj is called the 

transform coefficient at the coordinate (i,j), represented by fixed point binary format. The 

number of bits associated is typically 16 or less and can be treated as an integer. 

In a progressive transmission scheme, the decoder initially sets the reconstruction 

vector C to zero and updates its components according to the coded message. After 

receiving the value (approximate or exact, depending on the requirement and on the 

involved parameters) of some of the coefficients, the decoder can obtain a reconstructed 

image 

P = ^"* ( C ) (3.2) 

In the progressive transmission scheme we transmit the most important 

information first, so as to obtain minimum distortion at the decoder. By most important 

information we mean those coefficients that give largest distortion reduction. The mean 

square error is used as the criteria for measuring distortion. 



mse \ ' ' 

This is same as saying D^J?-?)^ — Y,Y.^P.j - P.j)' ^-'•^'^ 
i J 

where N is the number of image pixels. Furthermore, we use the fact that the Euclidean 

norm is invariant to the unitary transformation Q., i.e., 

D,..jP-h = -^^^ic,^j-c:.,f-. (3.5) 
I j 

From the above equation it is clear that if the exact value of the transform 

coefficient Cjj , is sent to the decoder the MSE decreases by |C,,J|VN. This means that the 

coefficients with the larger magnitude should be transmitted first because thev will 

reduce the mean square error considerably compared to the coefficients with small 

magnitudes. To implement this technique we can rank |cij| according to its binaiv 

representation. Most significant bits should be transmitted first. This is the main idea 

behind the bit-plane method of progressive transmission. 

3.1 Transmission of Coefficient's Values 

Let us assume that the coefficients are ordered according to the minimum number 

of bits required for their magnitude binary representation, that is, ordered according to a 

one- lo-one mapping i]: 1 —> I", such that 

[Log21 Cn(k) |] > [Log21 Cn(k+i) |], k =1.. .N (3.6) 

Figure 3.1 shows the schematic binary representation of a list of magnitude-ordered 

coefficients. Each column k in Figure 3.1 contains the bits of the Cr̂ (k). The bits in the top 

row indicate the sign of the coefficient. The rows are numbered from the bottom to the 

top, and the bits in the lowest row are the least significant. 

Now, let us assume that, besides ordering the information, the decoder also 

receives the numbers |in corresponding to the number of coefficients such that 2" < | c,j | 

< 2"^' . In the example of Figure3.1 we have 1̂5 = 2 , 1̂4 = 2, IA3 = 4, etc. Since the 

pyramidal transformation Q (four scale wavelet transformation) is unitarv, all bits in the 
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Figure 3.1 Binary representation of the magnitude-ordered coefficients. 
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row have the same order. In progressive transmission we sequentiallv send the bits in 

each row, as indicated by the arrows in Figure 3.1. .Note, because the coefficients are in 

decreasing order of magnitude, the leading "0" bits and the first " 1 " of any column do not 

need to be transmitted, since they can be inferred from |in and the ordering. 

3.2 The Sorting Algorithm [6] 

One of the significant features of the encoding technique in the SPIHT is that, the 

no data for ordering information of the coefficients is transmitted. Instead, we exploit the 

fact that the results of the comparisons on various branching points in an algorithm, 

define its execution path. Let us assume for a while that the encoder and the decoder have 

the same sorting algorithm. This means the sequence and manner in which they 

manipulate the coefficients is the same. Then the decoder, which has already the same 

execution path as the encoder, receives the results of the magnitude comparisons from the 

encoder in a compressed file. Finally, the decoder can recover and reconstruct the image 

using the ordering information from the execution path (which happens to be the same as 

that of encoder). An important point to consider is occurrence of eiTor during 

transmission. Then the decoder will reconstruct the image according to this modified 

compressed file, resulting in higher mean square error. A suitable error coiTcction 

technique at the decoder can be used to rectify this. 

One important fact used in the design of this kind of sorting algorithm is that it is 

not necessary to sort all the coefficients by magnitude. Actually, it is here that we 

perform scalar quantization and test all the coefficients such that 2" < |C|.j |< 2"^', with n 

decremented in each pass. For a given value of n, if |Ci,j| > 2" then we say that a 

coefficient is significant, otherwise it is insignificant. 

The sorting algorithm for SPIHT divides the set of pixels into partitioning subsets 

T,n. Then each of these subsets is put to the magnitude test to determine whether 

max {| C.J |} > 2". (3.7) 
{i.j)&Tm 
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If a particular set of pixels do not satisfy equation 3.7 then all the coefficients in 

T,n are said to be insignificant. If the set of pixels satisfy the relation in 3.7 then the subset 

is significant then the decoder partitions r,„ into new subsets T„ij. The significance test is 

then applied to the new subsets. This set division process continues until the magnitude 

test is performed on all the subsets in order to identify every significant coefficient that 

exists. 

To reduce the number of magnitude comparisons and hence the message bits, we 

define a set partitioning rule. This rule utilizes an "expected ordering in the hierarchv 

defined by the subband pyramid". Our main aim is to create new partitions such that 

insignificant subsets contain a large number of elements, and subsets expected to be 

significant contain only one element. 

Here we define a mathematical relationship between magnitude comparisons and 

message bit. We use the function Sn{T) to indicate the significance of a set of coordinates 

r. WeputSn= 1 if max{|Ci,j|} > 2" else Sn = 0. 
{i.j)eTm 

3.3 Spatial Orientation Tree 

Normally, most of an image's energy is concentrated in the low frequency 

components. Consequently, the variance decreases as we move from the highest to the 

lowest levels of the subband pyramid in a wavelet transformed image. Furthermore, it has 

been observed that there is a spatial self-similarity between subbands, and coefficients are 

expected to be better magnitude-ordered if we move downward in the pyramid following 

the same spatial orientation. For instance, the large low-activity areas are expected to be 

identified in the highest level of the pyramid, and they are replicated in the lower levels at 

the same spatial locations. 

To define the spatial relationship on the hierarchical pyramid we use a tree 

structure [6], called a spatial orientation tree. Figure 3.2 shows this spatial orientation 

tree. Note the pyramid constructed with recursive four-subband splitting. Each node of 

the tree coiTesponds to a pixel and is represented by the corresponding pixel coordinate of 

the image. Its direct descendents (offspring) correspond to the pixels of the same spatial 

orientation in the next lower level of the pyramid. For this thesis, the descendants for a 
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particular pixel are always in the corresponding lower scale wavelet-transformed image. 

The tree is defined in such away that each node has either no offspring or lour offspring, 

which always form a group of 2 x 2 adjacent pixels. In Figure 3.2 the arrows are oriented 

from the parent node to its four offspring. The pixels in the highest level of the pyramid 

are the iiec roots and are also grouped in 2 x 2 adjacent pixels. The following scls of 

coordinates are used to present the new coding method as described bv the algorithm 

• We define 0(i , j) as a set of the coordinates of all offspring of node (i . j). 

• D(i , j) is defined as set of the coordinates of all descendants of the node (i . j). 

• His defined as a set of coordinates of all the roots of spatial onentation. This refers to 

the nodes at the highest level of the tree. 

• We define another control list L(i , j)as a difference of D(i , j) and 0(i , j). So L will 

always have four elements less than the size of the set D. In other words L defines a 

set of coordinates of descendants two generations down. 

• 0(i , j) is a set of coordinates defined as {(2i , 2j),(2i , 2j-i-l),(2i-i-l , 2j),(2i-i-l , 2j-»-l)}. 



\ 

Figure 3.2 Examples of parent and offspring relationship in the spatial - orientation tree. 
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CHAPTER I\' 

CODING ALGORITHM 

In this chapter we will discuss the coding algonthms for both encoder and the 

decoder. The sequence in which the subsets of the pixel coordinates arc tested for 

significance is quite important. Three lists of ordered pair of coordinates are used for 

storing the significance information. First is the list of insignificant sets (LIS), second is 

the list of insignificant pixels (LIP) and third is (LSP) the list of significant pixels. In all 

these lists, each entry is identified by a coordinate (i,j), which in the LIP and LSP 

represents individual pixels of the image. In the LIS each entry represents either the .set 

D(i,j) or L(i,j), as defined earlier. The convention used to distinguish between the two is 

that we say that an entry is of type "A" if it represents D(i,j) and of type "B" if it 

represents L(i,j). When the execution of the encoder begins all the entries are of type "A"" 

initially. 

In the sorting pass, the pixels in the LIP, which were found insignificant in the 

previous pass, are tested. The ones that become significant are moved to the LSP. The 

pixel sets are sequentially evaluated according to the LIS order, and when a set is found 

to be significant it is removed from the list and partitioned. In other w ords, as the entries 

in the control lists clear the significance test, they are added to LSP. Thus it is reasonable 

to expect that finally LSP has all the entries of LIP and LIS both. The new subsets with 

more than one element are added back to the LIS (see the algorithm). If a single-

coordinate set is found insignificant then it is added to LIP, otherw ise it is added to LSP. 

So LSP always contains the coordinates of the pixels that are visited in the refinement 

pass. The bits of the coefficients, which are written to the compressed file, come from the 

entries in LSP. Now we present the step by step procedure for SPIHT. First, the encoder: 
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4.1 Algorithm for SPIHT Encoder [6] 

1) Initialization: Output n = [Log2(maX(i,j){ |C,,j | }]; Set the LSP as an empty list, and 

add the coordinates (i,j) e H to the LIP. and only those with descendants also to the 

LIS, as type A entries. 

2) Sorting Pass: 

2.1) For each entry (i,j) in the LIP do: 

2.1.1) Output Sn(i,j); 

2.1.2) If Sn(i,j) = 1 then move (i,j) to the LSP and output the sign of Cjj: 

2.2) For each entry (i,j) in the LIS do: 

2.2.1) If the entry is of type A then 

• Output Sn(D(i,j)); 

• If Sn(D(i,j)) = 1 then 

• For each (k,l) G 0(i,j) do: 

a) Output Sn(k,l). 

b) If Sn(k,l) = 1 then add (k,l) to the LSP and output the sign of Ck.i 

c) If Sn(k,l) = 0 then add (k,l) to the end of LIP. 

If L(i,j) i^ ^ then move (i,j) to the end of the LIS, as an entry of type B and 

goto step 2.2.2) 

Otherwise remove the entry (i,j) from the LIS. 

2.2.2) If the entry is of type B then 

• Output Sn(L(i,j)) . 

• IfSn(L(i,j))= 1 then 

a) Add each (k,l) e 0(i,j) to the end of the LIS as an entry of type A. 

b) Remove (i,j) from the LIS. 

2.2.3) Calculate the size of LIS depending upon what all entries were found to be 

significant, and goto step 2.2. 

3) Refinement Pass: For each entry (i,j) in the LSP, except those included in the last 

sorting pass (i.e., with the same "n"), output the n'̂  most significant bit of |C,.j| 

4) Quantization - Step Update: decrement n by one and %o to step 2. 
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4.2 Algorithm for SPIHT Decoder 

1) Initialization: Input n from the compressed file. Set the LSP as an emptv list, and add 

the coordinates (i,j) e H to the LIP, and only those with descendants also to the LIS. 

as type A entries. 

2) Sorting Pass: 

2.1) For each entry (i,j) in the LIP do: 

2.1.1) Input Sn(i,j); 

2.1.2) If Sn(i,j) = 1 then move (i,j) to the LSP and input the sign of C,,j; 

2.2) For each entry (i,j) in the LIS do: 

2.2.1) If the entry is of type A then 

• Input Sn(D(i,j)); 

• If Sn(D(i,j)) = 1 then 

• For each (k,l) e 0(i,j) do: 

a) Input Sn(k,l). 

b) If Sn(k,l) = 1 then add (k,l) to the LSP and input the sign of Ck.i 

c) If Sn(k,l) = 0 then add (k,l) to the end of LIP. 

If L(i,j) i^ ()) then move (i,j) to the end of the LIS, as an entry of type B and 

goto step 2.2.2. 

Otherwise remove the entry (i,j) from the LIS. 

2.2.2) If the entry is of type B then 

• Input Sn(L(i,j)) . 

• IfSn(L(i,j))= 1 then 

c) Add each (k,l) e 0(i,j) to the end of the LIS as an entry of type A. 

d) Remove (i,j) from the LIS. 

2.2.3) Calculate the size of LIS depending upon what all entries were found to be 

significant, and goto step 2.2 

3) Refinement Pass: For each entry (i,j) in the LSP. except those included in the last 

sorting pass (i.e., with the same "n"), input the n most significant bit of |C,,j| 

4) Quantization - Step Update: decrement n by one and go to step 2. 

")") 



From the algorithm for both encoder and decoder it is clear that thev both generate 

their own the control lists. The output vanables of the encoder are 

Sn(i,j),Sn(D(i,j)),Sn(L(i,j)),Sn(k,l). We denote the bits of the coefficients (for a given bit-

plane transmission) by a single dimensional array variable Bin_dig. The signs of the 

coefficients are also put out in one-dimensional array. In the source code we represent the 

signs by variables Sg_cij and Sg_ckl. 

One important characteristic of the algorithm is that, the entries added to the end of 

the LIS in step 2.2 are evaluated before the same sorting pass ends. So, we have to take 

into account all the entries that are being added to the end of LIS from steps under 2.2.2. 

Using this algorithm, we can precisely control the bit rate because the transmitted 

information is in the form of bits [6]. Depending upon the desired compression and the 

quality of the image, we can preset the value of the loop for LIS entries to a particular 

value. Note that this value should be the same for both the encoder and the decoder. 

Thus, we make the encoder stop at the desired distortion value after having reached a 

given value of progressive distortion. Note that in the algorithm, all branching conditions 

are based on the significance data Sn, which can be calculated if Ci,j is known. The 

ordering information is recovered at the decoder when the coordinates of the significant 

coefficients are added to the end of the LSP. We have already discussed that whenever 

the decoder inputs data from the compressed file, its three control lists namely (LIP, LIS, 

LSP) are identical to the ones used by the encoder at the moment it outputs that data. 

Thus, the decoder indeed recovers the ordering information from the execution path of 

the algorithm. Clearly, both the encoder and the decoder have the same computational 

complexity. 

Now we will discuss how the decoder updates the reconstructed image. For the value 

of ''n" when a coordinate is moved to the LSP, the decoder knows the interval for a 

particular pixel coordinate by the relation 2" < | Ci,j| < 2"^'. The decoder uses this 

information, plus the sign bit that is input just after insertion in the LSP, to set the 

reconstructed image's coefficient to ± 1.5 x 2". The sign bits were sent as one-

dimensional arrays from the encoder (Sg_cij, Sg_kl) and they are simplv added to the 

magnitude of a coefficient once the magnitudes are fully decoded. 



CHAPTER V 

SPIHT AND EZW 

5.1 SPIHT: An Example of 8 x 8 Image Matrix 

Now we will give an example of the execution of this algonthm using the same 

image matrix which we used for explaining J. P. Shapiro's EZW. For the sake of 

convenience, it is assumed that this input matrix is a 3-scale wavelet transformed image 

that is the input to this algorithm. The value of n is 5 because the largest image 

coefficient is 63 in the whole image matrix. The control list matrices are, LIP = 

{(1,1),(1,2),(2,1),(2,2)}, LIS = {(2,2,65,0),(2,l,65,0),(l,2,65,0)}.The reason for two more 

elements for every entry in LIS, i.e., 65 and 0 is that 65 is for describing the type of the 

LIS entry (whether of type "A" or of type "B", with 65 and 66, respectively). The fourth 

element 0 is for checking out a particular entry. Whenever a particular entry of LIS is 

checked for its significance in the sorting pass, this fourth element of every entry is 

changed to 84 from its original value of 0. We have chosen the ASCII equivalent of A, B 

and T to represent the third and fourth elements of every entry. The set with no 

descendants is NO, and has only one entry (1,1) for the case at hand. Clearly, NO does 

not have any descendants. 

After the step 2.1 in the algorithm, as described on page 10, LIP reduces to 

{(2,1),(2,2)}. This is because the coefficient corresponding to the entry (1,2) in the image 

matrix was found to be significant, that is Sn = 1, so the coordinate set (1,2) is moved to 

LSP. Then we proceed from the step 2.2 onwards until we exhaust all the entries in the 

LIS. By "exhausting the entries" we do not mean that LIS will turn out to be an empty set 

when the loop for a sorting pass ends. Instead, we check all the entries in LIS for their 

significance with respect to the current value of "n". We will show the elements of the 

matrix LIS just for one pass, i.e., for n = 5 to n = 4. These calculations are taken from the 

MATLAB execution of the algorithm and the values of LIS were monitored just before 

the loop for the LIS entries ended. 

The LIS matrix does increase in size during the same sorting pass because of the 

algorithm's steps under 2.2.2. When the execution of the algorithm reaches this point, all 
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Figure 5.1 Example of 3-scale DWT of an 8 x 8 image 



the elements of offspring for a particular entry are added to the end of the LIS. The loop 

for the LIS does not need to execute until it turns out to be a null set. Therefore, care 

must be taken when evaluating the size of the LIS matrix. This is actually the reason why 

we have a fourth element for every entry in the LIS (just to keep track of all the elements 

that are still to undergo the test for significance). The following is the sequence that the 

LIS control list undergoes in one sorting pass from n = 5 to n = 4. 

1. The LIS control list sequence changes from its original form as shown to 

{(2,1,65,0),(1,2,65,0),(2,2,65,84)}. The fourth element in the third entry is 84, with 

which we check out a particular entry. This helps us to keep track of how manv more 

entries in LIS are still to undergo execution in the sorting pass. For the entrv 

(2,2,65,0) Sn was 0, so it was put in the end of the LIS. 

2. As the execution of the sorting pass goes on the LIS control list becomes 

{(l,2,65,0),(2,2,65,84),(3,l,65,0),(3,2,65,0),(4,l,65,0),(4,2,65,0)}.The last four entries 

are a result of the steps under 2.2.1. Sn(D(i,j)) for (2,1) was found out to be 1. Since 

L^ 0 for this entry so the execution jumped to step 2.2.2 where Sn(L(i,j)) = 1. Hence, 

we append the direct descendants of (2,1) to the end of LIS before finally removing 

(2,1) from the LIS. 

3. Next, the LIS is {(2,2,65,84),(3,1,65,0),(3,2,65,0),(4,1,65,0),(4,2,65,0), (1,2,66,84)}. 

Although the entry (1,2) did satisfy the significance test under 2.2.1 but Sn(L(i,j)) 

turned out to be zero for this case, and hence this entry was moved to the end of LIS. 

Not that the third element in the entry was changed from 65 to 66, indicating change 

to type "B". 

4. Subsequently we see that the LIS control list changes to 

{(3,l,65,0),(3,2,65,0),(4,l,65,0),(4,2,65,0),(l,2,66,84),(2,2,65,84)}.Here we notice 

that the entry (2,2,65,0) has been added to the end of LIS. This is because when the 

significance test was done on this entry we got Sn to be 0, i.e. the coefficient 

corresponding to this entry was less than 2 \ This change was a result of step 2.2.1 in 

the algorithm where we labeled the entry in the end of LIS as type "B". 
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5. The process of checking the entries for significance continues and we gci 

{(3,3,65,0),(4,1,65,0),(4.2,65,0),(1.2,66,84),(2.2.65,84),(3,1.65.84)} in the next step. 

6. Then {(4.1,65,0),(4,2.65,0),( 1,2,66.84),(2,2.65,84).(3,1.65,84)}. 

7. {(4,2,65,0).(1.2,66,84),(2,2.65,84),(3,1,65,84),(4,1.65.84)}. 

8. Finally the LIS is {(1,2,66,84),(2,2,65,84).(3.1.65,84),(4.1,65.84).(4.2.65,S4)}, and 

now we sav that all the entries of LIS are exhausted. Note that all the entries have 84 

as their fourth element now. After this point the sorting pass ends. Before the 

refinement pass begins the value of all the fourth column elements are restored back 

to zero, that is all the 84s in the entries are made 0. This is done to ensure that thev 

are not skipped in the subsequent sorting pass, for a smaller value of "n". 

Here we would like to give a word about how we kept track of the elements in 

LIS. Carefully going through above algorithms we draw following inference regarding 

the entries in LIS. 

1. If a particular entry is of type "A", and the value for Sn(D(i j)) is 1, and L(i,j) is not 

an empty set, and the value of L(i,j) turns out be one, then the number of entries that 

are still to undergo significance test is the total number of elements in LIS less the 

entries that have 84 as their fourth element. 

2. If a particular entry is of type ""A", Sn(D(i,j)) is 1, and L(i,j) is not an empty set and 

L(i,j) is zero, then the number of entries that are still to undergo significance test is 

total number of elements in LIS less the entnes that have 84 as their fourth element. 

We also place the current entry at the end of LIS before we proceed for testing next 

one for significance. 

3. If the entry is of type "A" and Sn(D(i,j)) turns out to be zero, then we repeat the 

instructions in step 2. 

4. If a particular entry is of type "B" and Sn(L(i j)) comes out to be zero, then we repeat 

the instructions in step 2. 

5. If a particular entry is of type "B" and Sn(L(i,j)) is equal to 1, then we repeat the 

instruction in step 1. 

So the LIS control list in the refinement pass ultimately is 

{(1.2,66,0),(2,2,65,0),(3,1,65,0),(4,1,65,0).(4.2,65,0)}. In the meantime, the LSP has the 



coordinates of all the coefficients that were found out to be significant in the last sorting 

pass. The LSP is {(1,1,5), (1,2,5), (1,3,5), (5,4,5)}. Notice that the third element in each 

entry is 5. This indicates the value of "n" for which these coefficients were significant. 

This also helps to identify the coefficients whose coordinates are in the LSP. whose n' 

most significant bit is to be put out in the compressed file. The refinement pass that 

follows just after does not output any MSBs. The reason is, all the entries in the LSP are a 

result of the last sorting pass, and as dictated by the algorithm, cannot be included in the 

refinement pass that follows immediately. Now we present the values of various 

parameters at the end of first sorting pass. 

Sn= {1,1,0,0} 

Sg_cij = {0,l} 

Sg_ckl = {0,0} 

Sn (k,l) = {0,0,0,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,1,0} 

Sn(L(i,j))={l,0} 

Sn(D(i,j))= {0,1,1,0,1,0,0} 

Bin_dig = {} 

Now if we proceed in a similar manner with current entries of the control lists 

LIP, and LIS we get the value of Bin_dig for the next refinement pass will be {1,0.1,0}. 

The following are the values of all the output parameters, i.e., Sn, Sg_cij, Sg_ckl, 

Sn(D(i,j)), Sn(L(i,j)), Sn(k,l) at the end of execution of whole algorithm. 

The final output parameters are: 

Sn = 

{1,1,0,0,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,1,1,1,1,1,1,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,1,0,1,0,1,1,0,0,0,0,0.1,1, 

1,0,1,1,1,1,0,1,1,1,0,1,1,1,1,0,1,1,1,0,1,1,1,1,0,0,0} 

Sg_cij = {0,1,1,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,1,0,0,0,0,0,1,0,1,0,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,1,1,0,0,1,0,0,0,1,1} 

Sg_ckl = {0,0,0,1,1,0,0,1,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,1,0} 

Snkl = 

{0,0,0,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,1,0,1,1,1,0,1,0,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,1,0,0,0,1,0,1,1,1,1,0,1,1,1,0,0.1. 

1,1,0,0,0,0,0,1,0,1,1,1,0} 

Sn(L(i,j)) = {1,0,0,1,0,0,1} 



Sn(D(i,j))= {0,1,1,0,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,1,1,0,1,1,0,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1} 

Bin_dig = 

{1,0,1,0,1,0,0,1,1,0,1,0,0,1,1,1,0,1,1,1,1,0,0,1,1,0,1,1,0,0,1,1,0,1,1,1,0,1.1,0,1,1,0,1.0.1.0. 

0,0,0,1,0,0,1,1,1,0,1,0,0,1,0,1,0,1,0,0,1,0,0,1,1,0,1,1,1,1,1,0,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,1,1,0,1,1,1,1,0,1. 

0,1,1,0,1,0,0,0,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,1,1,1,0,1,0,1,1,1,0,0,1,0,0,1,1,1}. These variables begin 

as empty lists and they get updated as we proceed through the sorting a pass. 

5.2 Example of Original EZW by J. M. Shapiro [4] 

Consider the simple 3-scale wavelet transform of an 8 x 8 image. The image matrix 

chosen is shown in Figure 5.1, and is same as for the example before. Since the largest 

coefficient magnitude is 63, we can choose our initial threshold to be anywhere in the 

range (31.5, 63]. Let the initial threshold be 32. The processing steps on the first 

dominant pass is presented in Table 5.1. 

1. The first coefficient in LH3 is 63, which is greater than the threshold 32, and is 

positive. Therefore we assign it a positive symbol. After decoding this symbol, the 

decoder knows that the coefficient is in the interval [32, 64) with center at 48. 

2. For second coefficient 31, an isolated zero is generated. Although, 31 itself is 

insignificant (for the threshold of 32), but it has a significant descendant (47), two 

generations down in the subband LH]. 

3. The coefficient 23 is less than 32 and all its descendants, i.e., (3, -12, -14, 8) in the 

subband HH2 and all the coefficients in the subband HHi, i.e. the descendants of the 

coefficient listed above are insignificant. So a zerotree symbol is generated. No 

symbol will be generated for any coefficient in subbands HH2 and HHi during the 

cun'ent dominant pass. 

4. For the coefficient 10 again a zerotree symbol is generated. We can clearly see that 

this coefficient and all its descendants, i.e., (-12, 7, 6, -1) are insignificant with 

respect to the chosen threshold. Notice that this tree has the violation of the "decaying 

spectrum" hypothesis since a coefficient (-12) in the subband HLi has a magnitude 

greater than its parent (10). Nevertheless, the entire tree has a magnitude less than the 

threshold 32 so it is still a zerotree. 



^ An isolated zero is generated tor 14 (in LHi). This is because although 14 iisclf is 

insignificant with respect to 32. but one of its children, i.e.. 47 is significant. 

6. Notice that no symbols were generated from subband HH2 which normallv precedes 

subband HL] in the scan. Also note that since the subband HLi has no descendants, 

the entropy coding can resume using a three-symbol alphabet where the IZ and ZTR 

symbols are merged into the Z (zero) symbol. 

7. The coefficient 47 is significant with respect to the threshold 32. For the subsequent 

dominant passes, it will be replaced with the value zero. We do this so that a zerotree 

root symbol could be generated for 14 (the parent of 47), in the next dominant pass 

when the threshold is 16. 

During the first dominant pass, we found four significant coefficients for the 

threshold 32. These coefficients will be refined during the first subordinate pass. Before 

the first subordinate pass, the uncertainty interval for the coefficients found significant in 

the dominant pass is [32,64). Each coefficient will be encoded either as "F" or "0" 

depending upon whether it lies in the interval [48,64) or [32,48) respectively. Thus the 

first subordinate pass refines the list and the magnitude 48 acts like the decision 

boundary. The order of operations in the first subordinate pass is illustrated in Table 5.2. 

The first entry has a magnitude of 63 and is encoded as " 1 " and placed in the 

upper interval whose center is 56. The next entry has the magnitude 34, and is encoded as 

"0" and is placed in the interval whose center is 40. The third entry 49 is encoded as "T". 

and the fourth entry 47 as "0". At the conclusion of the processing of the entries on the 

subordinate list corresponding to the uncertainty interval [32, 64), there is reordering of 

magnitudes for subsequent subordinate passes in the order (63, 49, 34, 47). We observe 

that 49 is placed ahead of 34 because the decoder can clearly distinguish between the 

vales 56 and 40. However, the magnitude 34 is placed before of magnitude 47 because as 

far as decoder can tell, both have magnitude 40, for the initial order 34 comes before 47 

because it is in HL3 and 47 in LHi. 

With a new threshold of 16 we begin the second dominant pass. During this pass, 

only the insignificant coefficients are scanned and the coefficients that were previous!) 

found to be significant are treated as zeros, to check for existence of a zerotree. Thus, in 
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the second dominant pass the coefficient -31 in subband LH; is encoded as negative 

significant, the coefficient 23 in the subband HH3 as a positive significant. The three 

coefficients in the subband HL2, all four coefficients in LHT and HH2 are encoded as 

zerotree roots. At this point the second dominant pass terminates since all other 

coefficients are predictably insignificant. 

After the second dominant pass the coefficients in subordinate list are (63, 49, 34. 

47, 31, 23) that prior to this subordinate pass represent the three uncertainty intervals [48, 

64), [32, 48) and [16, 31). Each of these has equal width 16. On further processing we 

will refine each magnitude by creating two new uncertainty intervals for each of the three 

cuiTent uncertainty intervals. So this way we will have 6 intervals of uncertainty. At the 

end of the second subordinate pass, the order of magnitudes changes to (63. 49, 47, 34, 

31, 23). Note that 47 is placed before 34, since at this point, the decoder now can clearly 

distinguish between 34 and 47, as belonging to different intervals. Using the center of the 

uncertainty interval as the reconstruction value, the decoder lists the magnitudes as (60. 

52, 44, 36, 28, 20). The processing continues alternating between dominant and 

subordinate passes and can be suspended any time. 



Table 5.1 Processing of First Dominant Pass at T = 32 

Comment 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

(7) 

Subband 

LL3 

HL3 

LH3 

HH3 

HL2 

HL2 

HL2 

HL2 

LH2 

LH2 

LH2 

LH2 

HLi 

HLi 

HL, 

HL, 

LH, 

LH, 

LH, 

LH, 

Coefficient 

Value 

63 

-34 

-31 

23 

49 

10 

14 

-13 

15 

14 

-9 

-7 

7 

13 

3 

4 

-1 

47 

-3 

_2 

Symbol 

PS 

NS 

IZ 

ZR 

PS 

ZR 

ZR 

ZR 

ZR 

IZ 

ZR 

ZR 

Z 

Z 

Z 

Z 

Z 

PS 

Z 

Z 

Reconstruction 

Value 

48 

-18 

0 

0 

48 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

48 

0 

0 

32 



Table 5.2 Processing of the First Subordinate Pass 

Coefficient Symbol Reconstruction 

Magnitude Magnitude 

63 i 56 

34 0 40 

49 1 56 

47 0 40 



CHAPTER VI 

RESULTS 

SPIHT and, consequently the technique of progressive image transmission were 

implemented successfully. We tested the algorithm by giving different standard images 

for different resolution such as Lena, Airplane, etc.. The input file to the encoder was a 

wavelet-transformed image as defined in the algorithm. We also tested the algorithm by 

giving standard images as the input, without performing any wavelet transform on them. 

As one can expect, the compression ratio achieved was very small when no wavelet 

transform was performed. In fact, for a 512 x 512 image, the maximum compression ratio 

without the wavelet transform was only 7.8: 1, but the compression ratio went as high as 

a few hundreds when the wavelet-transformed image was used. Since the original image 

was an eight-bit image, the formula used for peak signal-to-noise ratio was: 

PSNR = iO\og 
^255^^ 

10 
MSE 

(6.1) 

MSE was calculated using equation 1.3. For higher compression ratios, we can distinctly 

see the features in the reconstructed image but the contrast is greatly affected. This was 

found to be more prominent observation for the cases when we did not use a wavelet-

transformed image. The reason is simple. Every coefficient was exactly decoded either in 

all 8 bits, or in exactly 7 bits or 6 bits and so on. Therefore we see a gradual change in the 

gray level for different pixels in the image. 

SPIHT performed quite well with regard to the quality of the reconstructed image 

and the compression ratio. Even for lossless compression, the compression ratio of 2.86 

looks reasonable. The phenomenon of progressive image transmission becomes clearer 

when we look at the results we obtained for the Lena 512 x 512 image, as shown in 

Figures 6.1 through 6.7. We can see that the quality of the image degrades slowly as we 

proceed from a lossless reconstruction to lossy ones. This kind of distortion, which comes 

in steps as we increase the compression ratio, is typical of progressive transmission 

scheme. First, the results for the standard Lena image 512 x 512 without using the 
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wavelet transform are shown. They show how we can stop the decoding at a 

predetermined distortion level. 

a 

c d 

Figure 6.1 Reconstructed Images for different values of bit-plane transmission 

Figure 6.1a is the original Lena image. Figure 6.1b is the reconstructed image 

when the encoder transmits the bit plane with seven bits for every coefficient. Here the 

decoder exploits the fact that first bit of any coefficient (MSB) is 1, so we do not have to 

transmit the MSB for any coefficient or for any compression ratio. The compression ratio 

is 1.15:1, with PSNR equal to 51.14 dB and MSE of 0.5. The encoder transmits a bit 

plane with six bits per pixel for the reconstructed image in Figure 6.1c, and the PSNR and 

MSE values are 42.68 and 3.51, respectively. The compression ratio in this case was 

1.35:1. Figures 6.Id is the reconstructed image for a compression ratio of 1.6:1 with a 

PSNR of 35.69 and MSE 17.54. The transmitted bit plane for this image has five bits per 

pixel. 
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Figure 6.1 Continued 

Figure 6.1e is the reconstructed image for a compression ratio of 2:1, with a 

PSNR of 29.29 dB and MSE of 76.49.The encoder only transmits four bits per pixel for 

this case. Figure 6.If is the reconstructed image when the encoder transmits the bit plane 

with three bits for every coefficient. The compression ratio is 2.7:1, with a PSNR of 

22.996 dB and MSE of 326.13. Cleariy. in Figures 6.1g and Figure6.1h, the PSNR has a 

vei"} low value and the MSE is high. The bit plane transmitted for these cases has two and 

one bits per pixel respectively. 

On the next page we have the results for the cases where input to the encoder is a 

four level wavelet transformed image. Hence we expect higher compression ratios. The 

PSNR was seen to decrease considerabh for higher compression ratios, after a particular 

compression ratio lev el w as reached. 
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a. Original Image 

b. Compression Ratio = 3.63 : 1 
PSNR = 47.14 dB 

MSE= 1.25 

c. Compression Ratio = 5.02 : 1 
PSNR = 41.95 dB 

MSE = 4.15 

d. Compression Ratio = 7.6 : 1 e. Compression Ratio 
PSNR = 37.35 dB PSNR = 33.16 dB 
MSE= 11.97 MSE = 31.35 
Figure 6.2 Reconstructed Images for different compression ratios. 

= 12.4: 1 



CHAPTER \ II 

CONCLUSIONS ANT) FUTURE WORK 

The codec for progressive image transmission based on the design described in 

technique of set partitioning in hierarchical trees was successfullv implemented. The 

compression ratios and the quality of the reconstructed images obtained for different 

transmitted bit planes were verv satisfactory. Even the time necessarv to encode and 

decode was absolutely reasonable for small resolution images. For higher values of 

compression ratios the reconstructed imases were found lacking an undesirable blocking 

effect. Instead, we observed blurring of the image. 

The main idea behind the technique of set partitioning sorting algorithm is 

progressive transmission and reception. It would be very beneficial for users with a slow 

network connection to see online, updating of the reconstructed image from a null matrix 

to a final value. Thus, the user at the receiving end does not ha\ e to w ait too long before 

the decoding of the final reconstructed image is done. This would definitely aid in 

solving the current problem faced when downloading pictures and images using a slow 

dial up network connection. 

The current implementation of the technique of SPIHT was for monochrome 

images only. It would highly desirable if we extend the concept to color images, too. 

Further improvement with respect to software implementation is stronglv recommended 

to make it work in real-time and thereby dramatically improve data transmission with 

regard to quality of output and time. 

Furthermore, to achieve higher compression and efficiencv of this concept of 

SPiHT we can do entropy coding of the output of the encoder [6], but at the expense of a 

longer encoding /decoding time. Note that with entropy coding the coefficient signs, or 

the bits that are put out during the refinement pass, would not help much [6]. The 

designers of SPIHT hav e already established this. 

Close observation of Sn(i,j) and Sn(D(i.j)) in the compressed file shows a definite 

statistical dependence between the two. We definitely expect some statistical dependence 

between the significance of the adjacent pixels. Hence, it is suggested that adaptive 
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arithmetic coding of the encoder's output can increase the coding efficiencv still further 

[6]. Performing arithmetic coding will add to the computation time. One has to judiciallv 

trade off between the speed and peak signal to noise ratio to obtain optimal results. 
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APPENDIX A 

DSP IMPLEMENTATION 

We will give a brief introduction of digital signal processors here. Digital signal 

processors are a compromise between a high-speed specialized hardw are vector processor 

and a low-speed, generalized hardware data processor [17]. They are optimized for the 

multiply-accumulate signal processing function. All modem vector processors tend to be 

based on DSP elements. The semiconductor market is flooded with different kinds of 

digital signal processors from vendors like Texas Instruments with their famous Tl 320 

series, the 56000 family from Motorola, the i860 from Intel, the ADC 21020 family from 

Analog devices, and the list goes on. The question is, "why do we have to implement this 

scheme for progressive transmission on a DSP, when we have various PCs and C 

compilers with enormous computing power already available?" It is worth mentioning 

that we can program a DSP much like we normally do on a PC in ANSI C. DSPs are 

more flexible in the sense that future changes in the software can be readily made as, and 

when, required. They are compatible with most PCs and consumer products and offer a 

cost-effective solution when compared, as an example with designing and fabricating a 

custom ASIC for the same application. Most DSPs are customized in design and 

application to handle the operations in signal processing algorithms. Today most of the 

DSPs come with a high-level language compiler and thus programming a DSP is no 

longer a difficult job of assembly language coding. It is really beneficial to know that the 

DSP TMS320C8x kit has some of the essential and basic image processing algonthms 

implemented in their libraries [14]. This particular device is extensively used in medical 

imaging, document imaging, and security areas. 

A.l Digital Signal Processors — An Overview 

We shall briefly describe the architecture of a DSP [12] in order to give an 

overview of its functionality. A digital signal processor, by definition, is a 

microprocessor with an optimized architecture for processing DSP algonthms and 

routines. Most of the discrete time systems require multiply and accumulate (MAC) 
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operations, which are the main features of a digital signal processor. Depending upon the 

application, a DSP with either fixed point or floating point multipliers could be used. 

Performance of a DSP can be improved considerably by increasing the speed of the .MAC 

unit (which is responsible for these MAC operations), and/or minimizing the number of 

multiplication operations. Other features incorporated are extensive pipelining and 

parallelism, independent memories, and two types of addressing modes - namelv 

"circular" and "bit-reversed." Several operations in parallel like fetching an instruction, 

and data sets from the ALU are possible using the Harvard architecture. We shall 

descnbe this architecture in detail a little later. Most of the currently available DSPs have 

this kind of architecture. Figure A.l shows the architecture of a genenc DSP. We can 

clearly see that the MAC unit is the key element of the processor. Let's take an example 

of implementation of a digital filter, where, in computation of every output sample we 

perform a series of multiplication, accumulate, and data shift operations. In DSPs, a 

single cycle of multiply-accumulate and then shift-data instructions can handle these 

three operations simultaneously. Thus, these kinds of instructions, which peribrm 

summation of products, are very useful in implementing and executing signal processing 

algorithms. Some applications require transfer of data in both the input and output arrays. 

This involves an extra memory write cycle and hence can lower the performance if this 

write cycle occurs for large number of times. To bypass this extra cycle, several DSPs 

use circular addressing by which they keep track of the most recent data to be processed. 

All the data addresses are then determined by modulo-(M). 

It is interesting to note that DSP processor data paths [15] are optimized to 

provide extremely high performance on certain kinds of arithmetic sensitive algorithms 

like ours. The designers give utmost attention to the data paths of a DSP, as they play a 

vital role in their speed and performance, in general. However, a powerful data path is 

only part of a high performance processor. To keep the data path fed with data and to 

store the results of a data path operation, processors require the ability to move a large 

amount of data to and from the memory quickly. Thus organization of memory and iis 

interconnection with the processor are critical factors in determining processor 

performance. 
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Figure A.l Architecture of a generic digital signal processor 
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This is what we will describe next under memory architecture. In manv DSP 

applications we are lesb concerned with storage of the data generated but more concerned 

about moving it into the processor in fairlv small blocks, processing it, and moving the 

result back out of the processor as quickly as possible. This surelv requires large memory 

bandwidth. 

Two important aspects that we will discuss here are memorv architecture and 

processor characteristics as relevant to DSP. This will help us in getting more insight to 

its architecture. 

A.2 Harvard .Architecture 

In this type of memory structure the processor is connected to two independent 

memory banks via two independent sets of buses as shown in Figure .A.2. In the Harvard 

architecture (modified Harvard to be more accurate) one memory bank holds program 

instructions and data, while the other bank has data only. The advantage of using this 

architecture is its speed. In one instruction cycle we can make two memorv accesses. For 

example in case of an FIR filter one or two instruction cvcles are required for two or four 

memory accesses making it considerably faster than other architectures like the \ o n 

Neumann. It is natural to expect three memory banks to yield better results compared to 

two as far as speed is concerned. This indeed is the approach adopted bv manv DSP 

processor manufacturers. In the DSPs that have three memory banks, one is used as a 

program memory bank and other two are data memory banks. So in one instruction cvcle 

the processor makes three independent memorv accesses. It is not economical to have 

multiple memory buses outside the chip so. generallv. onlv a single off-chip bus set is 

used for data and address. For multiple off-chip memory accesses, the execution of the 

instruction is extended to allow time for these external accesses to proceed sequentially 

[15]. 

Besides using independent buses, multiple memory access per instruction cycle 

could be achieved using fast memories that support multiple sequential accesses per 

instruction cycle over single set of buses. Some processors use on-chip memones that can 
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complete an access in one-half of an instruction cycle. This implies that it is possible to 

complete two independent accesses to a single memory in sequence. Many DSP 

proccs:>ors combine last memories with Harvard architecture to yield better performance 

than what could be achieved by a single technique. For example, the ZR38x\x combines 

a modified Harvard architecture with multiple-access memory. 

Another way of increasing the memory access capacity of a processor is to use 

multi-ported memories [15]. By definition, a multi-ported memory has multiple 

independent sets of data and address buses, allowing multiple independent memory 

accesses in parallel. Dual-ported memory is very commonly used. Multi-ported memories 

are bestowed with the need to aiTange data among multiple, independent memorv banks. 

This process achieves maximum performance. Some DSP processors have a program 

cache, which is a small memory within the processor core that is used for stonng program 

instructions to eliminate the need to access program memory when fetching certain 

instructions. 

With regard to processor characteristics, for real-time applications the DSP 

processor should have excellent execution predictability [16]. By execution predictability 

we mean a programmer's ability to predict exact timing that will be associated with 

execution of a specific segment of code. Processor architecture affects execution 

predictability. It is extremely important because at times we have to predict performance, 

to ensure real-time behavior, and to thoroughly optimize code for maximum execution 

time. Other characteristics like branch prediction, and dynamic instruction scheduling 

make DSP processors a vital tool in gracefully handling signal processing algorithms and 

applications. For detailed information on any of these or digital signal processors the 

reader is highly advised to refer to Buyers Guide to DSP Processors, 1997, third edition. 
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APPENDIX B: ANSI C Implementation of Encoder for SPIHT [6],[8],[10]. 

//This program is the complete version of ENCODER for modified EZW (IEEE June 1996). 
//This code is developed by Mohit Sharma for CVIAL Jan5, 1999. 

# include <stdio.h> 
# include <math.h> 
# include<time.h> 
# include<stdlib.h> 
# include<malloc.h> 
#include<conio.h> 
# define NULL 0 
# define si 256 

void main() 
{ 

clock_i lO, ll; 

int 
count,c_below,count_t,count_comp,count_h,h,i,j,k=0,level,m,n,N,p,t,type,match,n_bits,true_size.sztmp; 

int sz_LIP,sz_o,sz_dec,sz_L=0,sz_LlS,sz_LSP,sz_N_LIS,sz_N_LIP,sz_max_matrix,sz_image; 
int 

size_LlP=0,size_NO=0,size_LIS=0,size_LSP=0,size_N_LIP=0,size_N_LIS=0,size_o=4.size_dec=0,size_L 
=0; 

int coLLIP,col_LIS,col_LSP,col_o,col,row; 
int remove_LlP=0,count_rm; 
int x,x_lis,y,y_lis,tick_lis; 
int maximum_d,maximum_l; 
int last_pass,len_binary_value;short int decimal_value,temp; 
mt x_remove,y_remove,tick_remove,type_remove; 
int sz_r;short mt q; 
int x_tmp,y_tmp,type_tmp,tick_tmp; 
int current_SD,current_SL; 

int var,v,a,ele; 
int sizesn,sizesgcij,sizesdij,sizeskl,sizesgckl,sizeslij,sizebindig; 

short int *max_matrix; 
max_matrix=(short int*)malloc(S4*sizeof(short int)); 

unsigned char *r; 
unsigned char *tr; 
r=(unsigned char*)malloc(20*sizeof(unsigned char)); 
tr=(unsigned char*)malloc(20*sizeof(unsigned char)); 

// counter declaration 
int 

counter,sn_counter=0,sg_cij_counter=0,sdij_counter=0,skl_^'ounter=0,sg_ckl_counter=0.s[ij_counter=0; 
int bin_die_counter=0.bin\; 
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// declaring the control lists and temporary control lists, 
unsigned char *LIP[2]; 

unsigned char *N_LIP[2]; 
unsigned char *N0[2]; 
unsigned char *LIS[4]; 
unsigned char *N_LIS[4]; 
unsigned char *LSP[3]; 
unsigned char *tmp[4]; 

// declaring dec,L,o 
unsigned char *dec[2]; 

unsigned char *L[2]; 
unsigned char *o[2]; 

// now declaring the o/p variables 
unsigned char *Sn; 
unsigned char *sg_cij; 
unsigned char *SnDij; 
unsigned char *sg_ckl; 
unsigned char *Snkl; 
unsigned char *SnLi); 
unsigned char *bin_dig; 

//declaring the o/p file pointers 
FlLE*otl; 
FILE *ot2; 
FILE *ot3; 
FILE *ot4; 
FILE *ot5; 
FILE *ot6; 
FILE *ot7; 
FILE *ot8; 
FILE *ot9; 
FILE *otlO;FILE *it;FILE * disp; 

FILE *szl 
FILE *sz2 
FILE *sz3 
FILE *sz4 
FILE *sz5 
FILE *sz6 
FILE *sz7 

//allocating Memory to these 1-d variables. 
Sn=(unsigned char*)malloc(512*3 12*1 *sizeof(unsigned char)); 
sg_cij=(unsigned char*)malloc(512*5I2*l*sizeof(unsigned char)); 
SnDij=(unsigned char*)malloc(512*512*1 *sizeof(unsigned char)); 
sg_ckl=(unsigned char*)malloc(512*512*1 *sizeof(unsigned char)); 
Snkl=(unsigned char*)malloc(512*512*l*sizeof(unsigned char)); 
SnLij=(unsigned char*)malloc(512*512*l*sizeof(unsigned char)); 
bin_dig=(unsigned char*)malloc(512*512*8*sizeof(unsigned char)); 

//inputting the size and level of decomposition of the image. 
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printfC give the level \n"); 
scanfC'Vfd",&level); 
//storing the level ino/p file "ten.dat" 
otlO=fopen("ten.dat","w"); 

fprintf(otlO,"%d",level); 
fclose(otlO); 

printfC'give the size of image \n"); 
scanf("%d",&n); 
//storing the size in o/p file "nine.dat" 

ot9=fopen("nine.dat","\v"); 

fprintf(ot9,"7rd",n); 
fclose(ot9); 

// Allocating the memory for all pointer variables 

for(row=0;row<2;row++){ 

LlP[row]=(unsigned char*)malloc(512*512*1 *sizeof(unsigned char)); 
N_LlP[row]=(unsigned char*)malloc(512*512*l*sizeof(unsigned char)); 
o[rowl=(unsigned char*)malloc(size_o*sizeof(unsigned char)); 
dec[rowJ=(unsigned char*)malloc(84*sizeof(unsigned char)); 
L[row|=(unsigned char*)malloc(80*sizeof(unsigned char));} 

for(row=0;row<4;row++) { 

LIS[row]=(unsigned char*)malloc(512*512* 1 *sizeof(unsigned char)); 
N_LIS[row]=(unsigned char*)malloc(512*512*l*sizeof(unsigned char)); 
tmp[row]=(unsigned char*)malloc(512*512*l*sizeof(unsigned char)); } 

//allocate the memory for LSP 
for(row=0;i"ovv<3;rovv++){ 
LSP[rowJ=(unsigned char*)malloc(512*512*1 *sizeof(unsigned char));} 

tO=clock();//*****clock starts***** 
sz_image=n; 
//unsigned char *C[si]; 
short int *C[si]; 

//unsigned char *C_sign[si]; 
short int *C_sign[si]; 
fori ro \v=0;ro \v<sz_image;row++) { 

C_sign[row]=(short int*)malloc(sz_image*sizeof(short int)); 
C[row]=(short int*)malloc(sz_image*sizeof(short int));} 

//ATT. 
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//short matrix[8][8]={-6,68,-10,2,91,3,5.-51.15,9.11.16.4.49.5.100,8,-10,114.2.-
20,2,18,19,12,13,-32,0,15,1,2.-114,0,-111,13,0,29,7,10,-16.23,19,-8,21,13.1.11.17,127.4.12,1.^6.16.1.50.-
10,7,5,19,0,0,-41,10}; 
// short 
matrixfl 611161={ 167,164,167.160,159.160.158,159,158.161,169,175.160,163,164.158.160,160,160.158.15 
6,166,172.176,161,162,165,159,160,161,158,158.160,167,172.175.167.164,167,160,159.160,15^. 159.15s. 
161,169,175,160,163,164,158,160,160,160,158,156,166,172,176,161.162,165.159,160,161,158,158,160.16 
7,172,175,167,164,167,160,159,160,158,159,158,161,169,175.160,163,164.158.160.160,160,158,156.166, 
172,176,161,162,165,159,160,161,158,158,160,167,172.175.167,164.167,160,159.160,158,159.158.161,16 
9,175,160,163,164,158,160,160,160,158,156,166,172,176,161,162,165,159,160,161.158,158.160,167.172. 
175,167,164,167,160,159,160,158,159,158,161,169,175.160,163,164,158,160,160,160,158,156.166,172,17 
6,161,162,165,159,160,161,158,158,160,167,172,175,167,164,167,160,159,160,158,159.158,161,169,175, 
160,163,164.158,160,160,160,158,156,166,172,176,161,162,165,159,160,161,158.158,160,167.172,175,16 
7,164,167,160,159,160,158,159,158,161,169,175,160,163,164.158,160,160,160,158,156,166,172,176.161, 
162,165,159,160,161,158,158,160,167,172,175,0,0,0,0}; 

short int iTiatrix[si][siJ, temp_i; 

//here is the FILE which u r inputting 
if((it=fopen("lena256wt.raw","rb"))==NULL) 

printf("\n error- cannot open the file\n"); 
else{ 

for(i=0;i<sz_image;i-i-i-) { 
for()=0;j<sz_image;j+-i-) { 

fread(&temp_i,sizeof(short int), 1,it); 
matrix[i][j]=temp_i;}} 

fclose(it);} 

disp=fopen("display.raw","wb"); 
for(i=0;i<sz_image;i-i-i-) { 
for(i=0;j<sz_image;j-i~i-) { 

temp_i = matrix[i][)]; 
fwrite(&tempJ,sizeof(short int), 1,disp);}} 

fclose(disp); 

sz_image=n; 
for(i=0;i<sz_image;i-i-i-){ 

for(i=0;j<sz_image;j-n-){ 
*(C[i]+j)=matrix[i][jJ; 

/*printf("7rd".nC[i]+j));*/} 
/* printf("\n");*/} 

//ATT. ends. 

//Give the input image matrix. 

sz_image=n; 
t(.)r(i=0;i<sz_image;i-f-(-){ 

for(j =0 ;j <sz_i mage ;j-1-4-) { 
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if(*(C[i]+j)>0) 
*(C_sign[i]+j)=l; 

else 
*(C_sign[i]+j)=-l;}} 

for(i=0;i<sz_image;i-f"f-){ 
for(j =0 ;j <sz_i mage ;j-1-1-) { 

*(C[i]+j)=abs(*(C[i]+j)); 

/*printf("7rd",*(C[i]+j));*/} 
/*printf("\n");*/} 

//add the module for finding n_bits 
short int *mx; 
for(i=0;i<sz_image;i-t-f) 

mx=(short int*)malloc(sz_image*sizeof(short int)); 

k-0; 
for(i=0;i<sz_image-l;i-i-i-){ 

temp=*(C[i]+0); 
for(j =0 ;j <sz_i mage-2 ;j-I-I-) { 

if(*(C[i]+j+l)>temp){ 
temp=*(C[i]+j+l);}} 

*(mx-i-k)=temp; 
k+-^;} 

//now finding Max of this matrix "m" 
temp=*(mx-t-0); 
for(i=0;i<sz_image-1 ;i++) { 

if( *(mx-i-i-f 1 )>temp) { 
temp=*(mx-i-i-i-l);}} 

// printf("7.d",temp); 

n_bits=loglO(temp)/loglO(2); 

printf("7rd\n",n_bits);//getch(); 
//storing the n_bits in data file eight.dat 

ot8=fopen("eight.dat","w"); 

fprintf(ot8,"%d",n_bits); 
fclose(ot8); 

printf("\n%d",n_bits); 

//finding the elements of LIP 

N=(n/pow(2,(level-1 )))*(n/pow(2,(level-1))); 

count=0;k=0; 
tO=clock(); 

while(count!=N){ 
i=0; 
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while(i!=n/pow(2,(level-l))) 

{ 

*(LIP[0]-Hcount)=k; 

'^(LIP|l]-i-count)=i; 

.size_LlP=:Mze_LlP+l; 

count-t-h; 

i-t-i-; 

} 

} 

/*printf("\n"); 
for(i=0;i<N;i++) 

printf("7d",*(LIP[0]+i)); 
printf("\n"); 
for(i=0;i<N;i-i-i-) 

printf("'7rd".*(LIP[l]-^i)); */ 

// printfC'the time tane for the while loop is:7rf",(float)(tl-tO)/(CLK_TCK)); 
// printf("\n%d the size of LIP is\n",size_LIP); 

// finding the elements with No descendents 

N=(n/po\v(2.(level)))=^(n/po\\(2.(level))); 
ro\\=0; 

\Ofro\\l=(LinMgned char'^)malloc(N*sizeof( unsigned char)); 
NO[ro\\-f-i]={unsigned char*)malloc(N'^sizeof(unsigned char)); 

count=0;k=0; 
while(count!=N){ 

i=0; 
while(i !=n/po\\ (2,(le\el))) 
{ 

*(NO[0]-(-count)=k; 

*(NO[l]-Hcount)=i; 

size NO=size NO-i-1; 

count-i-t-; 
i++; 

) 

k++; 

• ^ • ; 



//Printing the elements of NO 
/* printf("\n here is the NO\n"); 

for(i=0;i<N;i-i-(-) 
printf("7fd",*(NO[0]+i) ); 

pnntf("\n"); 
for(i=0;i<N;i-i-i-) 

printf("7rd",*(N0[l]-t-i) ); */ 

// now we cal LIS ok! 

//Finding the elements of LIS 

match=0; 
h=0; 
size_LlS=0; 
count_comp=size_LIP; 

while(count_comp !=0) 

{ 
count_h=size_NO; 
while(count_h!=0) 
{ 

if((*(LIP[0]-hcount_comp-l)==*(NO[0]+count_h-!))&&( *(LIP[1 ]+count_comp-
l)==*(NO[l]+count_h-l))){ 

match=l; 
break;} 
else { 

match=0;} 
count_h=count_h-1; 

} 
if(match==0) 

{ 
*(LIS[0]-fh)=*(LIP[0]+count_comp-l); 
*(L1S[ 1 ]+h)=*(LIP[ 1 J+count_comp-1); 

*(LIS[2]-Hh)=65; 
*(LIS[3]+h)=0; 
size_LIS-i-i-; 

h++, 

} 
count_comp=count_comp-1; 

} 

// Printing the LIS 
/* printf("\n"); 

for (i=0;i<h;i-i-i-) 
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printf("7rd",*(LISfO]+i)); 
printf("\n"); 

for (i=0;i<h;i-i-i-) 
printf("'7fd",*(LIS[l]+i)); 

printf("\n"); 

for (i=0;i<h;i-i-i-) 
printf("7fd",*(LIS[2]+i)); 
printf("\n"); 

for (i=0;i<h;i-i-i-) 
printf("%d",*(LIS[3]+i)); */ 

// SORTING PASS. 

while(n_bits!=6){ 

sz_LIP=size_LIP; 
col_LIP=0; 

while(sz_LIP!=0){ 

if(*(C[*(LIP[0]+col_LIP)]-H(*(LIP[l]+coLLIP)))>=pow(2.n_bits)){ 
*(Sn-i- sn_counter)=l; 

col_LSP=size_LSP; 
sn_counter-(-i-; 
*(LSP[0]+col_LSP)=*(LIP[0]+col_LIP); 

*(LSP[ 1 ]+col_LSP)=*(LIP[ 1 ]-f coLLIP); 
*(LSP[2]+col_LSP)=n_bits; 

size_LSP-i-i-; 

if(*(C_sign[*(LIP[0]+coLLIP)]+(*(LlP[l]+col_LIP)))>0){ 
*(sg_cij-i-sg_cij_counter)=0; 
sg_cij_counter-i-(-;} 

else { 
*(sg_cij-i-sg_cij_counter)= 1; 

sg_cij_counter-i-i-;} 

count_rm=size_LIP; 
m=0;k=0; 
size_N_LIP=0; 
while(count_rm !=0) { 

if(m!=col_LIP){ 
*(N_LIP[0]+k)=*(LIP[0|+m); 

*(N_LIP[ 1 J+k)=*(LIP[ 1 Km); 
size_N_LlP-(-i-; 
k++:} 

>^ 



ct)unt_rm--; 
m-i-i-; 

} 
remo\e_LIP=l; 
sz_N_LIP=size_N_LIP; 
size_LIP=0; 

for( k=0;k<sz_N_LIP;k-H+) { 

*(LIP[0]-(-k)=*(N_LIP[0]+k); 
*(LIP[l|+k)=*(N_LlP|l]+k); 
size_LIP-f-t-;} 

}//end of if compound stmt. 

else { 
*(Sn-i-sn_counter)=0; 

remo\e_LIP=0; 
sn_counter-i-(-;} 

if(remove_LIP==0){ 
sz_LIP-; 
col_LIP+-h;} 

else 
sz_LIP-; 

}//end of while loop for sz_LIP 

//for each entry in the LIS 
var=size_LIS; 

while(var!=0){ 
col_LIS=0;j=0;k=0; 
type=0; 

x=*(LIS[0]+col_LIS); 
v=*(LIS[l]-hcol_LIS); 

if(*(LlS[2|+col_LIS)==65){ //take care of its end 

//attach the code for descendents. 

temp=le\el; 
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p=temp; 
type=65; 
*(LIS[3]-hcol_LIS)=84; 

/* printfC'FRESmn"); 
for(i=0;i<size_LIS;i-i-i-){ 

printf("7rd %d 7cd 7rd",*(LIS[0]+i),*(LlS[l]+i),-^(LlS|21+i),*(LIS[3]+i));printf("\n");} 
printf("\n"); 
//getchO; */ 

if(((x==0)&&(y=0))||(p==l)){ 
// printf(" no descendents possible\n"); 

} 

i=l;count=0; 

while(i!=temp){ 

if(((n/pow(2,p))-l < x)&&(x <=( n/pow(2,p-l)) -1)){ 
if(((n/pow(2,p)-l)<y)&&(y<= ( n/povv(2,p-l)) -1)){ 

count=temp-i; 
break; 

}} 

if(((n/pow(2,p))-l < x)&&(x <=( n/pow(2,p-l)) -1)){ 
if(y<=(n/pow(2,p-l)-l)){ 

count=temp-i; 
break; 

}} 

if(x<=(n/pow(2,p-l)-l)){ 
if(((n/pow(2,p)-l)<y)&&(y<= ( n/pow(2,p-l)) -1)){ 

count=temp-i; 
break; 

}} 
P=P-1; 
i=i-i-l; 

}//end of while 

if((p==0)||(count==0)){ 
// printfC'No descendents possibleVn"); 

x=0; 
y=0; 

} 

// printf("\n count is'7rd\n",count); 
i=0; 
t=0; 
\\hile(i!=count){ 
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t=l+4*t; 
// printf("\n'7fd\n".t); 

i++; 
}//all ok! 

if(t>0){ 

if((x!=0)||(y!=0)){ 

*(O[0]-HO)=2*X; 

*(o[0]+l)=2*x; 
*(o[0]-h2)=2*x+l; 
*(o[0]-h3)=2*x+l; 
*(o[l]+0)=2=^v; 
*(o[l]+l)=2*y-i-l; 
*(o[l]+2)=2*y, 
*(o[l]+3)=2*y+l; 
//just testing 

printf("\n"); 
for(i=0;i<4;i-i-(-) 

printf("7rd",no[0]-hi)); 
printf("\n"); 

for(i=0;i<4;i-i-f) 
printf("7fd".*(o[l]+i)); 

printf("\n\n"); */ 

row=0;col=0; 
// printfC'the size of dec is 7fd\n",size_dec); 

//size_o=4; 

for(row=0;row<2 ;ro\\-h-i-) { 

for(col=0;col<size_o;col-t-t-){ 

*(dec[ro\\]-i-col)=*(o[row]-t-col 

// printf("7fd",*(dec[row]+col)); 

} 
//printf("\n"); 

} 
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i=0;size_dec=size_(,); 

while((t-l)!=0)( 

x=*(dec[OJ-i-i), 
y=*(dec|l]+i); 
// printfC'/rd '~rd\n".x,y); 
// printfC'the value of col is '̂ (d ".col 

row=0; 
*(dec[row]-t-col )=2*x; 

*(dec[row-i-l]4-col)=2*y; 
col-h-i-; size_dec-t-(-; 

row=0; 
••^(dec[row]-i-col)=2*x; 
*(dec[row-i-l]+col)=2*y-(-l;col-i-i-;size_dec-f-i-; 

row=0; 
*(dec[row]-fcol)=2*x-i-l; 

*(dec[row-i-l]-^col)=2^y;col-t-t-;size_dec-i-i-; 

row=0; 
*(dec[row]-i-col)=2*x-i-l; 

*(dec[row-i-l]-i-col)=2*y-i-l;col4-(-;size_dec-t-t-; 

i=i+l; 
t=t-l; 
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//just added 
/* printf("\n"); 

for (i=0;i<col;i-i-(-){ 
printf("7fd %d\n".*(dec[0]+i),*(dec[l]+i));} 

printfC'size of DEC '/rd",size_dec); */ 
//this is under test 

row=0;col=size_dec-1 ;size_L=0; 

while(col!=3) 
I 

*(L[row]+col-4)=*(dec[0|+col); 
size_L-i-i-; 

HL|row-HlJ-i-col-4)=*(dec[l]-i-col); 

col-;} 

printf("\n"); 
for (i=0;i<size_L;i-f-(-) 

printf("%d %d\n",*(L[0]+i),*(L[l]+i)); 
printfC'size of L %d",size_L); */ 

}} 
// The max of matrix C corrsp. to DEC elements 

sz_dec=size_dec; 
col=0; 
sz_max_matrix=0; 

while(sz_dec!=0){ 
*(max_matrix+col)=*(C[*(dec[0]+sz_dec-l)]+(*(dec[l]+sz_dec-l))); 
C0I-1-+; 

sz_dec-; 
sz_max_matrix-t-i-; 

} 

k=*(max_matrix); 
for(i=0;i<sz_max_matrix-l;i-i-i-){ 

if(*(max_matrix-i-i-i-1 )>k) 
k=*(max_matrix-i-i-i-l);} 

//printf("\n max of the matrix is 7cd \n",k); 

// att.end 
maximum_d=k; 
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I f( maximum_d>=pow(2,n_bits)) { 
*(SnDij-i-sdij_counter)= 1; 
current_SD=l; 

sdij_counter-i-i-; 
sz_o=size_o; 
col_o=sz_o-1; 
while(sz_o!=0){ 

if(=^=(C[*(o[0]-fcol_o)]-H(*(o|l]-i-coLo)))>=po\\(2.n_bits)){ 
*(Snkl-i-skl_counter)= 1; 

skl_counter-i-(-; 

coLLSP=size_LSP; 

*(LSP[0]-t-col_LSP)=*(o[0]-^coLo); 
*(LSP[ 1 ]+col_LSP)=*(o[ 1 ]+col_o); 
*(LSP[2]+coLLSP)=n_bits; 
size_LSP-i-i-; 

if(*(C_sign[*(o[0]-Hcol_o)]-t-(*(o[l]+col_o)))>0){ 
*(sg_ckl-i-sg_ckl_counter)=0; 
sg_ckLcounter-i-i-; } 

else { 
*(sg_ckl-i-sg_ckl_counter)= 1; 

sg_ckl_counter-i-i-; } 

/* printf("\n"); 
for(i=0;i<sg_ckl_counter;i-t"f) { 

printfC 9fd",*(sg_ckl+i));} 

printf("\n"); 
//getchO; */ 

}//end of comp.if 

else { 
*(Snkl-i-skl_counter)=0; 
skl_counter-i-i-; 

col_LIP=size_LIP; 

*(LIP[0]+col_LIP)==^(o[0]+coLo); 
*(LIP[l]+col_LIP)-=^(o[l]+coLo); 
size LIP-i-i-; 

}//end of else 

sz_o—; 
col_o-; 

}//end of while 
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sz_L=size_L; 

if(sz_L!=0){ 
count_rm=size_LIS; 
m=0;k=0; 

size_N_LIS=0; 
while(count_rm!=0){ 

if(m!=col_LIS){ 

else { 

*(N_LIS[0]+k)=*(LlS[0|-(-m) 
*(N_LIS[l]+k)-*(LIS[l]-Hm) 
*(N_LIS[2]+k)=*(LIS[2]+m) 
*(N_LIS[3]+k)=*(LIS[3|+m) 
size_N_LIS-i-f-; 
k++; } 

xJis=*(LIS[0]+m); 
yJis=*(LIS[l]+m); 
tickJis=*(LIS[3]+m); } 

count_rm—; 

}//end of while 

/* printf("\n"); 
for(i=0;i<size_N_LIS;i-i-i-){ 

printfCnlis%d '/fd %d 
%d",*(N_LIS[0]+i),*(N_LlS[l]-^i),*(N_LIS[2]+i),*(N_LIS[3]+i));printf("\n");} 
printf("\n"); 
//getchO; */ 

sz_N_LIS=size_N_LlS; 
size_LIS=0; 
k=0; 

while(sz_N_LIS!=0){ 
*(LIS[0]+k)=*(N_LIS[0]+k) 
*(LIS[l]-(-k)=*(N_LIS[l]+k) 
*(LIS[2]-Hk)=*(N_LIS[2]+k) 
*(LIS[3]+k)==^(N_LIS[3]-(-k) 

k++; 
size_LIS-i-i-; 

sz_N_LlS-;} 

sz_LIS=size_LIS; 
*(LIS[0]+sz_LIS)=xJis; 
*(LIS[l]+sz_LlS)=yJis; 
*(LIS[2]+sz_LlS)=66; 
*(LlS[3]-(-sz_LIS)=tick_lis; 
size_LIS-i-i-; 
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//goto LABEL; //?'?' Vhcck this 
/* printf("\n"); 
for(i=0;i<size_LIS;i-t-i-){ 

printfC'yesn^d %d 9cd 7fd",*(LIS[0]+i),=^(LIS[l]^i),*(LIS[2]+i).*(LIS[3]+i));printt("\n');} 
printf("\n"); 
//getchO; */ 

sz_L=size_L; 
col=0; 
sz_max_matrix=0; 

while{sz_L!=0){ 
=^(max_matrix+col)=*(C[*(L[0]-t-sz_L-l)]+ ( (L[l]-t-sz_L-l))); 
col-i-i-; 
sz_L—; 
sz_max_matrix-i-i-; 

} 

k=*(max_matrix); 
for(i=0;i<sz_max_matrix-l;i-i-+){ 

if(*(max_matrix-i-i-i-l)>k) 
k=*(max_matrix-i-i-i-l);} 

//printf("\n max of the matrix is Vcd \n",k); 

// att.end 
maximum_l=k; 

if(maximum_l>=pow(2,n_bits)){ 
*(SnLij-i-slij_counter)= 1; 
current_SL=l; 
slij_counter-i-f; 

sz_o=size_o; 

while(sz_o!=0){ 
sz_LIS=size_LIS; 

col_o=0; 

*(LIS[0]+sz_LIS)=*(o[0]+col_o); 
*(LIS[l]+sz_LIS)=*(o[l]-(-col_o); 
*(LIS[2]+sz_LIS)=65; 
*(LIS[3]-Hsz_LIS)=0; 
size_LIS-i-i-; 
col_o-i-i-; 
sz 0 - : 

} 

II 
I* printf("\n"); 

tor(i=0;i<size_LIS;i-(-i-){ 
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printfC'in type B loop%d 7 d 7cd 

^;fd",*(LIS[0]-Hi),*(LIS[l]-n).=^(LIS[2|+i),*(LIS[3]+i));printf("\n");} 
printf("\n"); 
getchO; */ 

count_rm=size_LlS; 
c_below=0; 

while(count_rm!=0){ 
if(c_below==4){ 
x_rem()\ e= (LIS[0]-(-count_rm-1); 
y_remove=*(LIS[ 1 ]-i-count_rm-1); 
type_remove=*( L1S| 2J-i-count_rm-1); 
tick_remove=*(LIS[3]-i-count_rm-1); 
break;} 
count_rm—; 
c_below-i-i-;} 

m=0;k=0; 
count_rm=size_LlS; 
size_N_LIS=0; 

while(count_rm!=0){ 

if((*(LlS[0]+m)==x_remove)&&(*(LIS[l]+m)==y_remove)&&(*(LIS[2]-t-m)==type_remove)&&(*(LIS[ 
3]-i-m)==tick_remove)){ 

count_rm—; 
m++;} 
else{ 

*(N_LIS[0]-hk)=*(LIS[0]+m); 
*(N_LIS[1]-Hk)=^ 
*(N_LlS[2]+k)=^ 
*(N_LIS[3]+k)==^ 
size_N_LIS-i-i-; 
k++; 
count_rm--; 
m-i-i-; 

(LlS[l]+m); 
(LlS[2]-^m); 
(LlS|3]+m); 

}//end of while. 

sz_N_LIS=size_N_LIS; 
size_LIS=0; 
for(k=0;k<sz_N_LIS;k+-t-){ 

'^(LIS[0]+k)=^(N_LIS[0]+k); 
*(LIS[I]+k)=*(N_LlS[T]+k); 
*(LIS[2]+k)=*(N_LIS[2]+k); 
*(LIS[3]-t-k)=*(N_LIS[3]+k); 
size_LIS-f-i-;} 

/* printf("\n"); 
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for(i=0;i<size_LIS;i-i-i-){ 
printfC'in type B loop%d %d 9cd 

Vfd",*(LIS[0]+i),*(LIS[lHi),*(LIS[2]-Hi),*(LIS[3]+i));printf("\n");} 
printf("\n"); 
//getchO; */ 

// att label ends 

}//end of if stmt, 

else! 
*(SnLij-f-slij_counter)=0; 
current_SL=0; 
slij_counter-i-i-; 

}//this is end for Sn(Lij) less or greater than 1. 

}//for the if stmt sz_L... 
else { 

count_rm=size_LIS; 
// printf("\nwe r hr %d",size_LIS); 

m=0;k=0; 
size_N_LIS=0; 
while(count_rm !=0) { 

if(m!=col_LlS){ 

*(N_LIS[0]+k)==^(LISiO]+m) 
*(N_LIS[l]+k)=*(LIS[ll+m) 
*(N_LIS[2]+k)=nLlS12J+m) 
*(N_LIS[3]+k)=*(LIS[3j+m) 

size_N_LIS-(-i-; 
k++; } 

count_rm—; 
m-i-i-; 

1 

sz_N_LIS=size_N_LIS; 
size_LIS=0; 
k=0; 

while(sz_N_LIS!=0){ 

*(LIS[0]+k)=*(N_LIS[0]+k); 
*(L1S[ l]+k)=*(N_LIS[ 1 ]+k); 
*(LIS[2]+k)=*(N_LIS[2]+k); 
*(LIS[3]+k)=*(N_LIS[31+k); 

k-i-i-; 

size_LIS-i-i-; 

sz_N_LIS-;} 
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/* printf("\n"); 
printf("\nsize LIS %d\n",size_LIS); 

for(i=0;i<size_LIS;i-i-i-){ 
printf("*%d 7fd 'Ad 7fd",*(LIS[0]-Hi),*(LIStl]+i),*(LIS[2]+i).*(LIS[3Ki));printf("\n");} 

printf("\n"); 
//getchO;*/ 

}//end of size_L else... 
}//for the if stmt i.e.Sndij==l 

else { 
*(SnDij-i-sdij_counter)=0; 
current_SD=0; 
sdij_counter-i-i-; 

}//end if-else for Sn(D(i,j)) greater or less than 
}//ifoftype"A"' 

else { // if LIS entry is of type "B" 

type=66; 
*(LIS[3]+col_LIS)=84; 

temp^level; 

p=temp; 

/*printf("else loop B\n"); 
for(i=0;i<size_LlS;i+-(-){ 

printfC'typeB %d %d %d %d",*(LIS[0]+i),*(LIS[l]+i),*(LIS[2]+i).*(LIS[3]+i));printf("\n");} 
//printf("\n");getch(); */ 

if(((x==0)&&(y==0))||(p==l)){ 
// printfC no descendents possible\n"); 

} 

i=l;count=0; 

while(i!=temp){ 

if(((n/pow(2,p))-l < x)&&(x <=( n/pow(2,p-l)) -1)){ 
if(((n/po\v(2,p)-l)<y)&&(y<= ( n/pow(2,p-l)) -1)){ 

count=temp-i; 
break; 
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}} 

if(((n/pow(2,p))-l < x)&&(x <=( n/pow(2,p-l)) -1)){ 
if(y<=(n/pow(2,p-l)-l)){ 

count=temp-i; 
break; 

if(x<=( n/pow(2,p-l)-l)){ 
if(((n/pow(2,p)-l)<y)&&(y<=( nypow(2,p-l))-1)){ 

ct)unt=temp-i; 
break; 

}} 
p=p-l; 
1=1+1; 

}//end of while 

if((p==0)||(count=0)){ 
// printfC'No descendents possible\n"); 

x=0; 
v=0; 

} 

// printf("\n count is%d\n",count); 
i=0; 
t=0; 
while(i!=count){ 

t=l+4*t; 
// printf("\n%d\n".t); 

1++; 
}//all ok' 

if(t>0){ 

if((x!=0)||(y!=0)){ 

printf("\n"); 
for(i 

prin 
for(i=0;i<4;i-f-+) 

*(o[0|+0)= 
*(o[0]+l)= 
*(o[0]-^2)= 
*(o[0]-^3)= 
*(o[l 1-1-0)= 
*(o[l]+l)= 
*(o[l]+2)= 
*(o[l 1-1-3)= 

=2^x; 
=2*x; 
=2*x+l; 
=2= x̂4-1: 
=2*y; 
=2*v+l; 
=2*y; 
=2*v+l; 

//just testing 

=0;i<4;i+-H) 
printfC'T^d 

tf("\n"); 

printf("7d",*(o[l]+i)); 

".*(o[0]+i)); 
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printf("\n\n"); */ 

row=0;col=0; 
// printfC'the size of dec is Vfd\n".size_dec); 

//size_o=4; 

for(row=0;row<2;row-i-(-){ 

for(col=0;col<size_o;col-i-f-) { 

*(dec[row]-i-col)=*(o[row]+col); 

// printf("7rd",*(dec[row]+col)); 

} 
// printf("\n"); 

} 

i=0;size_dec=size_o; 

while((t-l)!=0){ 

x=*(dec[0]+i); 
y=*(dec[l]-i-i); 
// printf("9fd %d\n",x,y); 
// printfC'the value of col is 9(d".col); 

row=0; 
*(dec[row]-i-col)=2*x; 

*(dec[row+l]-i-col)=2*y; 
col-t-i-; size dec-i-i-; 

row=0; 
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*(dec[n)u]-t-col)=2*x: 
*(dec|r()\\-t-l]-i-col)=2*y-i-l;col-i-i-;size_dec-

row=0; 
*(dec[rc)\\]-i-col)=2*x-i-l; 

*(dec[ro\v-f l]-i-col)=2*\';col-t-h;size_dec-t-i-; 

row=0; 
*(dec[rou ]-i-col j=2*x-(-1; 

*'(dec[row-i-l]-i-col)=2*y-i-l;col-i-i-;size_dec-i-i-; 

i=i-i-l; 
t=t-l; 

//just added 
printf("\n"); 
for (i=0;i<col;i+-i-){ 

printf("7fd 7rd\n",*(dec[0]+i).*(dec[l]+i));} 

printfC'size of DEC 7rd",size_dec);=^/ 
//this is under test 

ro\v=0;col=Mze_dec-1 ;size_L=0; 

while(col!=3) 
{ 

*(L[row]+col-4)=*(dec[0]+col); 
size_L-i-i-; 

*(L[row+l]+col-4)=*(dec[l]-t-col); 

col-;} 

printf("\n"); 
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for (i=0;i<size_L;i-i-i-) 
printfC'fd 7fd\n",*(L[0]+i).*(L[l]+i)); 

printfC'size of L 7rd",size_L); */ 

}} //so we have L,Dec,0 again. 

//LABEL: //this is beginning of LABEL 

//Attach MAX of matrix.again 

sz_L=size_L; 
col=0; 
sz_max_matrix=0; 

while(sz_L!=0){ 
*(max_matrix-hcol)=*(C[*(L[0]+sz_L-1 )]-t- (*(L[ 1 ]+sz_L-1))); 
col-f-f-; 
sz_L—; 
sz_max_matri x-i-i-; 

} 

k=*(max_matrix); 
for(i=0;i<sz_max_matrix-l;i+-(-){ 

if(*(max_matrix-i-i-i-l)>k) 
k=*(max_matrix-i-i-i-1);} 

//printf("\n max of the matrix is type B is9f d \n",k); 

// att.end 
maximum_l=k; 

if(maximum_l>=pow(2,n_bits)){ 
*(SnLij+slij_counter)= 1; 
current_SL= 1; 
slij_counter-i-+; 

sz_o=size_o; 

while(sz_o!=0){ 
sz_LIS=size_LIS; 

*(LIS[0]+sz_LIS)=*(o[0]+col_o); 
*(LIS[ l]+sz_LlS)=*(o[ 1 |+col_o); 
*(LIS[2]+sz_LIS)=65; 
*(LIS[3]+sz_LIS)=0; 
size_LIS-i-i-; 
col_o-i-i-; 
sz_o-; 

} 

counl_rm=size_LIS; 
c_below=0;k=0; 

col_o=0; 
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while(count_rm !=0) { 
if(c_bel()\\==k){ 
x_remove=*(LIS[0]-(-k); 
y_remove=*(LIS[ 1 ]-i-k); 
type_remove=*(LIS[2]-(-k) 
tick_remove=*(LIS[3]-(-k); 
break;} 
count_rm—;k-i-i-; 

c_below-f-t-;} 

m=0;k=0; 
count_rm=size_LIS; 
size_N_LlS=0; 

while(count_rm !=0) { 

if((*(LIS[0]-Km)==x_remove)&&(*(LIS[l]+m)=y_remove)&&(*(LIS[2]+m)==type_remove)&&(MLlS| 
3]-i-m)==tick_remove)) { 

count_rm--; 
m++;} 
else{ 

*(N_LIS[0]-t-k)=*(LIS[0]+m) 
*(N_LIS[ 1 ]+k)=*(LIS[ 1 ]+m) 
*(N_LIS[2]+k)=*(LIS[2]-t-m) 
*(N_LIS[3]+k)=*(LIS[3]+m) 
size_N_LIS-i-i-; 
k-i-i-; 

count_rm—; 
m++; 

} 
}//end of while. 

sz_N_LIS=size_N_LlS; 
size_LIS=0; 
for(k=0;k<sz_N_LIS;k-h-t-){ 

*(LlS[OJ+k)=*(N_LlS[0]+k); 
*(LIS[l]+k)=*(N_LIS[l]+k); 
*(LIS[2]-hk)=*(N_LlS[2]+k); 
*(LIS[3]-hk)=*(N_LIS[3]+k); 
size_LlS-i-i-;} 

/* printfC'first entr removal type B\n"); 
for(i=0;i<size_LlS;i-i-f-){ 

printfC'T-d %d %d 7fd",*(LIS[0]+i),*(LlS[l]+i),*(LIS[2]-^i),*(LIS[3]+i));printf("\n");} 
printf("\n"); 
//getchO; */ 

}//end of if stmt. 
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//printing all parameters 

else{ 
*(SnLij-i-slij_counter)=0; 
current_SL=0; 
slij_counter-(-i-; 

}//this is end for Sn(Lij) less or greater than 1. 

}//this is end for type"A" or type "B" LIS entry 

//finding counter for LIS loop.. 

/*printf("\n"); 
printf("current_SD=%d current_SL=%d size_L=7fd type=7^d\n",current_SD,current_SL,sizc_L,type);*/ 

count_t=0; 
sz_L=size_L; 

if((type==65)&&(current_SD= 1 )&&(size_L==0)) { 
sz_LlS=size_LIS; 
k=sz_LIS-l; 

while(sz_LIS!=0){ 
if(*(LIS[3]+k)==84) 

count_t-i-i-; 
sz_LIS—; 
k-; 

} 
sz_LIS=size_LIS; 
true_size=sz_LIS-count_t; 
var=true_size; 

/* pnntf("\n"); 
for(i=0;i<size_LIS;i-i-i-){ 

printfC7rd %d 7rd 7rd",*(LIS[0]+i),*(LIS[l]+i).*(LIS[2]+i),*(LIS[3Ki));printf("\n");} 
printf("\n");//getch(); */ 

}//end of if 
sz_L=size_L; 

if(̂  type==65 )&&(current_SD== 1 )&&(size_L !=0)&&(current_SL== 1)) { 
sz_LIS=size_LIS; 
k=sz_LlS-l; 
\vhile(sz_LIS!=0){ 

if(*(LIS[3]+k)==84){ //doubts for col_LIS 
count_t-i-t-;} 

sz_LIS--; 
k-; 
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} 

sz_LIS=size_LIS; 
true_size=sz_LIS-count_t; 
var=true_size; 

/* printf("\n"); 
for(i=0;i<size_LIS;i-i-t-) { 

printf("%d %d %d %d",*(LIS[0]+i),*(LIS[l]+i),*(LlS[2]+i),*(LIS[3]+i));printf("\n");} 
printf("\n");getch(); */ 

}//endof if... 

sz_L=size_L; 
if((type==65)&&(current_SD==l)&&(size_L!=0)&&(current_Sl.==0)){ 

count_rm=size_LIS; 
m=0;k=0; 

sztmp=0; 

size_LIS=0; 

while(count_rm !=0) { 
if(m!=col_LIS){ 

*(tmp[0]+k)=*(LIS[0]+m) 
*(tmp[ll+k)=*(LIS[l]+m) 
*(tmp[2]-Hk)=*(LIS[2]+m) 
*(tmp[3]-f-k)=*(LIS[3]-hm) 
sztmp-h-i-; 
k++;} 

else{ 
x_tmp=*(LIS[0]+m); 
y_tmp=*(LIS[l]+m); 
type_tmp=*(LIS[2]+m); 
tick_tmp=*(LIS[3]-hm); 

} 
m-i-i-; 

count_rm—; 

I 

for(k=0;k<sztmp;k-i-i-){ 
*(LIS[0]-Hk)=*(tmp[0]+k); 
*(LIS[l|+k)=*{tmp[l]+k); 
*(LIS[2]+k)=*(tmp[2J-i-k); 
*(LIS[3]+k)=*(tmp[3]-fk); 

size_LIS-i-i-;} 
sz_LIS=size_LlS; 

*(LIS[0]+sz_LIS)=x_tmp; 
*(LIS[l]+sz_LIS)=y_tmp; 
*(LlS[2]+sz_LlS)=type_tmp; 
*(LIS[3]+sz_LIS)=tick_tmp; 
size_LIS-f-i-; 

sz_LIS=size_LIS; 
k=sz_LIS-l; 
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sztmp=0; 

while(sz_LIS!=0){ 
if(*(LIS[3]+k)=84){ 

count_t-i-i-;} 
k-; 
sz_LIS-; 

} 

sz_LIS=size_LIS; 
true_size=sz_LIS-count_t; 
var=true_size; 

//printf("\n"); 
/*for(i=0;i<size_LIS;i-i-i-){ 

printf("%d %d %d %d",*(LIS[0]+i),*(LIS[l]+i),*(LIS[2]+i),*(LIS[3]+i));printf("\n");} 
printf("\n");//getch(); */ 

}//endofif.. 

if((type==65)&&(current_SD==0)){ 

count_rm=size_LIS; 
m=0;k=0; 

while(count_rm !=0) { 
if(m!=col_LIS){ 

*(tmp[0]+k)=*(LIS[0]-^m); 
*(tmp[l]+k)=*(LIS[l]+m); 
*(tmp[2]+k)=*(LIS[2]-Hm); 
*(tmp[3]+k)=*(LIS[3]+m); 
sztmp-i-i-; 
k++;} 

else{ 
x_tmp=*(LIS[0]+m); 
y_tmp=*(LIS[l]+m); 
type_tmp=*(LIS[2]-f-m); 
tick_tmp=*(LlS[3]+m); 

} 
m-i-i-; 
count_rm-; 

} 
size_LIS=0; 

for(k=0;k<sztmp;k-H-h){ 
*(LIS[0]+k)=*(tmp[0]+k) 
*(LIS[l]+k)=*(tmp[l]-t-k) 
*(LIS[2]+k)=*(tmp[2]+k) 
*(LIS[3]-fk)=*(tmp[3]+k) 
size_LIS-i-i-;} 

sz_LIS=size_LIS; 

*(LIS[0]+sz_LIS)=x_tmp; 
*(LIS[l]+sz_LIS)=y_tmp; 
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*(LIS[2]+sz_LIS)=type_tmp; 
*(LIS[3]-hsz_LIS)=tick_tmp; 
size_LIS-i-i-; 

sz_LIS=size_LIS; 
k=sz_LIS-l; 

while(sz_LIS!=0){ 
if(*(LIS[3]+k)==84){ 

count_t-i-(-;} 
sz_LIS—; 
k-; 

} 

/* printf("final\n"); 
for(i=0;i<size_LIS;i-i-i-){ 

pnntf("%d %d %d %d",*(LIS[0]+i),*(LIS[l]+i),*(LIS[2]+i),*(LIS[3]+i));printf("\n");} 
printf("\n"); 
//getchO; 
//printfC'the size of our LIS matrix is %d",size_LIS);//getch(); */ 

sz_LIS=size_LIS; 
true_size=sz_LIS-count_t; 
var=true_size; 

}//endofif.. 

//... 

if((type==66)&&(current_SL=0)) { 

count_rm=size_LIS; 
m=0;k=0; 

while(count_rm !=0) { 
if(m!=coLLIS){ 

*(tmplO]+k)=*(LLS10|+m); 
*(tmp[l]-hk)=*(LIS[l|+m); 
*(tmp[2]+k)=*(LIS[2]+m); 
*(tmp[3]+k)=*(LIS[3]-hm); 
sztmp-i-i-; 
k++;} 

sztmp=0; 

else{ 
x_tmp=*(LIS[0]+m); 
y_tmp=*(LIS[l]-Hm); 
type_tmp=*(LIS[2]+m); 
tick_tmp=*(LIS[3]+m); 

} 
m-i-i-; 

count_rm—; 
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} 
size_LIS=0; 
for(k=0;k<sztmp;k-i-i-) { 

*(LIS[0]+k)=*(tmp[0]+k); 
*(LlS[l]+k)=*(tmp[l]+k); 
*(LIS[2]+k)=*(tmp[2]+k); 
*(LlS[3|+k)=*(tmp[3]+k); 

size_LIS-i-i-;} 
sz_LIS=size_LIS; 

*(LIS[0]+sz_LIS)=x_tmp; 
*(LIS[lKsz_LIS)=y_tmp; 
*(LlS[2]+sz_LIS)=type_tmp; 
*(LIS[3Ksz_LIS)=tick_tmp; 
size_LIS-i-i-; 

sz_LIS=size_LIS; 
k=sz_LIS-l; 

while(sz_LIS!=0){ 
if(*(LIS[3]+k)==84){ 

count_t-i-i-;} 
sz_LIS—; 
k-; 

I 

sz_LlS=size_LIS; 
true_size=sz_LIS-count_t; 
var=true_size; 

/*printf("\n"); 
l\)r(i=0;i<size_LlS;i-i-i-)( 

pnntf("7d %d %d %d",*(LIS[0J+i),*(LIS[l]+i),*(LIS[2]+i),*(LIS[3]+i));printf("\n"); 
printf("\n");getch(); */ 

}//endofif.. 

if((type=66)&&(current_SL== 1)) { 
sz_LlS=size_LlS; 
k=sz_LIS-l; 

while(sz_LIS!=0){ 
if(*(LIS[3]+k)==84){ 

count_t-i-i-;} 
sz_LIS—; 
k-; 

) 

sz_LlS=size_LIS; 
true_size=sz_LIS-count_t; 
var=true_size; 

}//endofif.. 
// sz LIS=size LIS; 
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}//end of LIS loop 

/* printf("\n"); 
for(i=0;i<size_LIS;i-i-i-){ 

printf("%d %d %d 7d",*(LIS[0]+i),*(LIS[l]+i),=^=(LIS[2]+i),*(LIS[3]+i));printf("\n");} 
printf("\n"); 
getchO; */ 

//REFINEMENT PASS BEGINS HERE. 

//we put all elements of col3 in Lis =0 for next "n_bits" 
sz_LIS=size_LIS; 
k=sz_LIS-l; 

while(sz_LIS!=0){ 
*(LIS[3]+k)=0; 
sz_LIS—; 

k--;} 

sz_LSP=size_LSP; 
last_pass=n_bits; 
col_LSP=0; 

while(sz_LSP!=0){ 
if(*(LSP[2]+col_LSP)!=last_pass){ 

decimaI_value=*(C[*(LSP[0]+coI_LSP)]-t-(*(LSP[lKcoLLSP))); 
//put dec2bin here 

col=0;sz_r=0;len_binary_value=0; 
do { 

q=tloor(decimaLvalue/2); 
*(tr-t-col)=fmod(decimaLvalue,2); 

// printf("\n%d ",*(tr+col)); 
col-i-i-; 
len_binary_value4-i-; 
sz_r-i-i-; 

decimaLvalue=q; 

} 
while(decimal_value!=0); 

// printf("\nlen of r 7fd",len_binary_value); 

1=0; 
// printf("\n"); 

while(sz_r!=0){ 
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*(r+i)==^=(tr+co!-l); 
// printf("7fd",=^(r-Hi)); 

i++; 
col—; 

sz_r-;} 

//end of att. 

v=*(r-i-len_binary_value-last_pass-1); 
*(bin_dig-t-bin_dig_counter)=\; 

bin_dig_counter-r-r,} 
sz_LSP-; 
coLLSP-H-t-; 

} 

/*for(i=0;i<size_LIP;i+-K){ 
printfC'/fd 7fd\n".*(LIP[0]+i),*(LIP[l]+i));getch();}*/ 

//printf("\n%d".bin_dig_counter);getch(); 

n_bits—; 
}//end of while 

//store in forn of o/p files, all o/p variables. 

tl=cIock( );//*****clock ends 

printf("\n\n\n"); 
/* for(i=0;i<sn_counter;i-i-i-){ 
pnnil'CVf d".'^Sn-(-i)j;getcht j;}*/prmtf("\nsn_counter%d\n".sn_counter);getchO; 

/*printf("\n"); 
for(i=0;i<5g_cij_counter;i-i-(-) 
printf("7fd".=^(sg_cij-n));*/ 
printf("\nsg_cij_counter%d\n",sg_cij_counter);getch(); 

/*printf("sgckl\n"); 
for(i=0;i<sg_ckl_counter;i-i-i-) 
printf("7fd\*(sg_ckl-hi));*/ 
printf("\nsg_ckl_counter%d\n",sg_ckI_counter);getch(); 

/*printf("\n"); 
for(i=0;i<skl_counter;i-f-t-) 
printf("7rd".*(Snkl-(-i));*/ 
printf("\nskl_counter7^d\n",skl_counter);getch(); 

/*printf("\n"); 
for(i=0;i<slij_counter;i-h-i-) 
printfC':fd",*(SnLij+i));*/ 
printf("\nslij_counter%d\n",sIij_counter);getch(); 
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/*prinit'( \n j , 
for(i=0;i<sdij_counter;i-i-(-) 
printf("7d",*(SnDij+i)); */ 
printf("\nsdij_counter7cd\n",sdij_counter);getch(); 

/*printf("\n"); 
for(binv=0;binv<bin_dig_counter;binv-i-+) 
printf("7fd",*(bin_dig-Hbinv));*/ 
printf("\nbin_dig_counter%d\n",bin_dig_counter);getch(); 

/*for(i=0;i<size_LIP;i-i-i-){ 
printfC'Vrd 7d",*(LIP[01+i),*(LIP[ll+i));printf("\n");} 

printf("\n"); 
for(i=0;i<size_LSP;i-i-i-) { 

printf{"7rd 7rd 7rd",*(LSP[0]+i),*(LSPni+i),*(LSP[2Ki));printf("\n");} 

printf("\n"); 
for(i=0;i<size_LIS;i-i-i-){ 

printf("7rd 7fd %d %d",*(LIS[0]+i),*(LIS[l]+i),*(LIS[2]+i),*(LIS[3]+i));printfC\n");}*/ 
printf("\n"); 

//finding time 
printfC'the time taken for encoding is:7f",(float)(tl-tO)/(CLK_TCK)); 

//Storing the o/p of control lists in o/p files, 
unsigned char *buffer; 
buffer=(unsigned char*)maIloc(8*sizeof(unsigned char)); 

sizesn=0,a=0; 
otl=fopen("one.dat","wb"); 

counter=0; 
while(sizesn !=sn_counter) { 

k=0; 
v\hilc(k!=8){ 

*(buffer-hk)=*(Sn-Hcounter); 
//printf("\ncounter 7fd",counter);printf("\nsize 7fd",size); 
k-i-i-; 

sizesn-i-i-; 
counter-f-i-; 
if(sizesn==sn_counter) 
goto herel; 

} 

// k lis the Mze of the buffer 
herel:j=0;a=0; 

while(k!=0){ 
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ele=*(buffer-(-j) ;j-i-i-; 
ele=ele«k-l; 

a=a|ele; 
// printf("\n%d\n".a);getch(); 

k-;} 

//*(arr-i-ac)=a;ac-i-(-; 

putc(a,otl); 

}//end of whole while loop 

fclose(otl); 

szl=fopen("sizesn.dat","w"); 
fprintf(szl,"%d",sizesn); 

fclose(szl); 

sizesgcij=0,a=0; 
ot2=fopen("two.dat","wb"); 

counter=0; 
while(sizesgcij!=sg_cij_counter){ 

k=0; 
while(k!=8){ 

*(buffer-i-k)=*(sg_cij-i-counter); 
//printf("\ncounter %d",counter);printf("\nsize %d",size); 
k-i-i-; 
sizesgcij-i-i-; 
counter-i-f; 
if(sizesgcij==sg_cij_counter) 
goto here2; 

} 

// k iis the size of the buffer 
here2:j=0;a=0; 

while(k!=0){ 
ele=*(buffer+j);j++; 

ele=ele«k-l; 
a=a|ele; 

// printf("\n7rd\n",a);getch(); 
k--;} 
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//*(arr-(-ac)=a;ac-i-i-; 

putc(a,()t2); 

}//end of whole while loop 

fclose(ot2); 

sz2=fopen("sizesgcij.dat","w"); 
fprintf(sz2,"7fd",sizesgcij); 

fclose(sz2); 

sizesgckl=0,a=0; 
ot3=fopen("three.dat"."wb"); 

counter=0; 
while(sizesgckl !=sg_ckI_counter) { 

k=0; 
while(k!=8){ 

*(buffer-i-k)=*(sg_ckl-i-counter); 
//printf("\ncounter '/rd ",counter);printf("\nsize 7rd',size); 
k++; 
sizesgckl-t-i-; 
counter-i-i-; 
if(sizesgckl==sg_ckl_counter) 
goto here3; 

} 

// k iis the size of the buffer 
here3:j=0;a=0; 

while(k!=0){ 
ele=*(buffer-HJ);j-H+; 

ele=ele«k-l; 
a=a|ele; 

// printf("\n'7fd\n".a);getch(); 
k--;} 

//*(arr-(-ac)=a;ac-i-i-; 

putc(a.ot3); 

}//end ot whole while loop 
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fclose(ot3); 

sz3=fopen("sizebgckl.dat"."w"); 
fprintf(sz3."7fd",sizesgckl); 

fclose(sz3); 

sizeskl=0,a=0; 
oi4=tc)pen("four.dat","wb"); 

counter=0; 
while(sizeskl !=skLcounter) { 

k=0; 
while(k!=8){ 

*(buffer-f-k)=*(Snkl-i-counter); 
//printf("\ncounter 7fd",counter);printf("\nsize 7fd ",size); 
k-i-i-; 

sizeskl-i-i-; 
counter-i-i-; 
if(sizeskl==skl_counter) 
goto here4; 

} 

// k iis the size of the buffer 
here4:j=0;a=0; 

while(k!=0){ 
ele= *(buffer-fj) ;j-i-i-; 

ele=ele«k-l; 
a=a|ele; 

// printf("\n7fd\n",a);getchO; 
k-;} 

//*(arr-(-ac)=a;ac-i-i-; 

putc(a,ot4); 

}//end of whole while loop 

fclose(ot4); 

sz4=fopen("sizeskl.dat","w"); 
fprintt(sz4."7fd",sizeskl); 

fclose(sz4); 
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sizeslij=0,a=0; 
ot5=fopen( "tive.dat","wb"j; 

counter=0; 
while(sizeslij !=slij_counter){ 

k=0; 
while(k!=8){ 

*(buffer-t-k)=*(SnLij-i-counter); 
//printf("\ncounter 7fd",counter);printf("\nsize 7fd",size); 
k-t-i-; 

sizeslij-i-t-; 
counter-f-f; 
if(sizeslij==slij_counter) 
goto here5; 

} 

// k iis the size of the buffer 
here5:j=0;a=0; 

while(k!=0){ 
ele=*(buffer-i-j);j-i-i-; 

ele=ele«k-l; 
a=a|ele; 

// printf("\n%d\n",a);getch(); 
k--;} 

//*(arr-i-ac)=a;ac-i-i-; 

putc(a.ot5); 

}//end of whole while loop 

fclose(ot5); 

sz5=fopen("sizeslij.dat","w"); 
fprintf(sz5,"7fd",sizeslij); 

fclose(sz5); 

/ / 

sizesdij=0,a=0; 
ot6=fopen("six.dat","wb"); 

counter=0; 
while(sizesdij!=sdij_counter){ 

k=0; 
while(k!=8){ 
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*(buffer-t-k)=*(SnDij-i-counter); 
//printf("\ncounter 7rd",counter);printf("\nsize 7rd",size); 
k-l-l-; 

sizesdij-i-i-; 
counter-i-i-; 
if(sizesdij==sdij_counter) 
goto here6; 

// k iis the size of the buffer 
here6:j=0;a=0; 

while(k!=0){ 
ele=*(buffer-i-j);j-i-(-; 

ele=ele«k-l; 
a=a|ele; 

// prmtf("\n7fd\n",a);getch(); 
k--;} 

//*(arr-i-ac)=a;ac-i-i-; 

putc(a,ot6); 

}//end of whole while loop 

fclose(ot6); 

sz6=fopen( "sizesdij.dat","w"); 
fprintf(sz6,"7-d",sizesdij); 

fclose(sz6); 

/ / 

sizebindig=0,a=0; 
ot7=fopen( "seven.dat","wb"); 

counter=0; 
while(sizebindig!=bin_dig_counter){ 

k=0; 
while(k!=8){ 

*(buffer-i-k)=*(bin_dig-i-counter); 
//printf("\ncounter 7rd" ,counter) ;printf( "\nsize 7f d " ,size); 
k++; 
sizebindig-i-i-; 
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counter-f-t-; 
if(sizebindig==bin_dig_counter) 
goto here7; 

} 

// k iis the size of the buffer 
here7:j=0;a=0; 

while(k!=0){ 
ele=*(buffer-i-j);j-f-i-; 

ele=ele«k-l; 
a=a|ele; 

// printf("\n7od\n",a);getch(); 
k--;} 

//*(arr-i-ac)=a;ac-i-h; 

putc(a,ot7); 

}//end of whole while loop 

fclose(ot7); 

sz7=fopen("sizebindig.dat","w"); 
fprintf(sz7,"%d",sizebindig); 

fclose(sz7); 

/ / 

}/*end of main*/ 
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